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Abstract: The challenge of sustaining food security in the context of global changes is at the heart

of plant research. Environmental stresses, in particular, are known to impact genome stability and

epigenetic mechanisms. Epigenetic pathways are well characterized in plants, particularly in the

dicotyledon model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, but an increasing number of epigenetic and epigenomic

studies are also performed on rice (Oryza sativa). Rice represents a major food crop of worldwide

importance and is also a good model for monocotyledons owing to its relatively small genome size

and fully sequenced well-annotated genome. Today, the main regulators of DNA methylation are

identified in rice. Moreover, compared to Arabidopsis, rice has an important evolutionary history due

to human selection since its domestication. DNA methylation may be involved in both adaptation

and agronomic performances and thus, a better understanding of epigenetic regulations in rice should

contribute to improving the adaptation of crops to a changing environment. In this review, we expose

the current knowledge on DNA methylation in rice and future perspectives to be considered.

Keywords: epigenetics; epigenomics; Oryza sativa; Arabidopsis thaliana; DNA methylation;

transposable elements; siRNAs

1. Introduction

Epigenetics is defined as the study of chromatin marks including DNA methylation and histones

post-translational modifications. Chromatin accessibility modulates DNA replication and repair,

expression of genes and transposable elements (TEs) activity in both plants and animals. In plants,

cytosine methylation occurs at three contexts (CG, CHG, and CHH; where H is A, T, or C) whereas in

mammals mainly CG dinucleotides are methylated [1]. In addition, genome-wide DNA methylation

profiles are different between plants and mammals. Indeed, mammalian genomes are strongly

methylated: for example in human embryonic stem cells 72–85% of CGs are methylated [2] compared

to Arabidopsis thaliana where the methylation levels are 24% for CGs, 6.7% for CHGs, and 1.7% for

CHHs, respectively [3]. DNA methylation is predominantly found at TEs and repeats, ensuring the

maintenance of TEs silencing. Furthermore, DNA methylation is involved in important developmental

processes and stress responses in both plants and animals [4,5]. Epigenetic regulatory mechanisms

affect the reproductive development, flowering regulation, and stress responses and thus could

potentially play a role in crop improvement [6].

Asian rice (Oryza sativa) is one of the most important food crops worldwide and is the best model

for cereal genomics. Interest for rice research also resides in the rich source of genetic diversity of the

species. Whether epigenetic mechanisms and epigenomic variations have accumulated during the long

history of selection and domestication in rice and could contribute to adaptation and agronomic traits is

a major question in rice research. Epigenetic regulations have been dissected in great detail in A. thaliana,

but are still poorly characterized in rice, although recent studies have shed some light on epigenetic
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regulation in this crop and we refer the reader to excellent recent reviews [7,8]. Here, we first discuss

the relevance of epigenetic regulations for breeding through recent examples of epigenetic control of

agricultural traits in rice, and we then focus our review on recent work deciphering the epigenetic

regulators involved in the maintenance and establishment of DNA methylation in this species.

2. Epigenetic Regulations Are Involved in Agricultural/Adaptive Traits

In both Arabidopsis and rice, the crucial role of DNA methylation is well established in

various developmental processes such as seed/embryo development, gametophyte development,

and flowering time control [9–14]. Furthermore, epimutations (DNA methylation variations) can be

heritable or reversible and thus, might allow phenotypic variation and quick response to environmental

changes [15,16]. In A. thaliana, a massive analysis of 1107 methylomes from the 1001 Genomes collection

demonstrates that the intraspecies epigenomic diversity extent can be correlated with both climate

and geographical origin [17]. These natural and spontaneous DNA methylation variations induce

alterations of gene transcription and can induce the emergence of new adaptive traits.

Indeed, in plants, many analyses have demonstrated the role of DNA methylation in stress

responses [18] and in rice the number of epigenetic studies in stress conditions is increasing.

For example, Secco et al. [19] have shown the impact of inorganic phosphate (Pi) deficiency on

gene transcription and DNA methylation patterns in rice and in Arabidopsis. They identified more

differentially methylated regions (DMRs) in response to Pi starvation in rice compared to Arabidopsis.

These DNA methylation changes occur mainly at TEs located near to Pi starvation-induced (PSI) genes.

They observed that these specific TEs are hypermethylated in response to Pi starvation, suggesting a

mechanism repressing their activity in order to limit their deleterious effects and to facilitate PSI gene

transcription. These differences could be explained by significant differences of TE density (15% of the

genome in Arabidopsis vs. 40% in O. sativa).

Rice productivity is also affected by two major stresses, salinity and water deficit. Garg et al. [20]

identified DMRs associated with differential expression of genes involved in abiotic stress responses in

three cultivars—one stress sensitive and two drought and salinity tolerant, respectively—in normal

conditions. These DMRs could explain the resistance phenotype. In addition, Wang et al. [21]

demonstrated that, under drought conditions, a drought-resistant genotype has a more stable

methylome than a drought-sensitive genotype, suggesting again the influence of DNA methylation

in abiotic stress response. Interestingly, drought-induced epimutations seem to be non-random and

are inherited from generation to generation [22]. Finally, new questions emerge on agricultural

practices and on the impact of exposition to pesticides or heavy metal in the soil. Recent studies [23,24]

demonstrated that DNA methylation patterns are affected in rice exposed to these substances.

Epigenomic diversity is strongly influenced by TE content and activity [25]. TEs contribute

to plant evolution [26] and could influence agricultural traits [27,28]. A picture is emerging where

TE polymorphisms and their associated epigenetic marks could contribute to the evolution of gene

networks [29] and play a key role in adaptation [30]. Beneficial roles of TEs in rice are reviewed by

Song and Cao [31]. One example recently discovered in rice is the natural epiallele Epi-rav6 [22].

The hypomethylation of a MITE (Miniature Inverted-Repeat Transposable Element) inserted in

the RAV6 promoter induces an over-expression of the gene, resulting in an increase in leaf angle.

Undoubtedly, TEs represent a new source of adaptive traits for crop breeding.

Overall, these observations highlight the importance of epigenetic mechanisms in stress responses

and raise the question of the molecular actors involved. Furthermore, the seminal work on Arabidopsis

epigenetic recombinant inbred lines [32,33] has shown that basic knowledge on epigenetic mutation

is instrumental if one wants to introduce epigenetic diversity using crosses between mutant and

wild type plants. Growing literature on rice epigenetic mutants starts to build a picture of epigenetic

regulations in this species. Here, we focus on mutants affecting DNA methylation, as the best-studied

epigenetic mark so far.
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3. Main Regulators of DNA Methylation in Rice

The methylome (genome-wide DNA methylation) is monitored by DNA methyltransferases

(DNA METs), and for some part maintained during replication and thus transmitted across cell

divisions. A more dynamic part of the methylome is controlled by 24-nucleotide, small interfering

RNAs (siRNAs) via an RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathway involving DNA MET

activity. In plants, at least three classes (or three major classes) of DNA MET genes have been identified:

DNA methyltransferases (METs), plant specific chromomethyltransferases (CMTs), and domain

rearranged methyltransferases (DRMs). Genes directly or indirectly involved in DNA methylation are

listed in Table 1 and studies on the corresponding rice mutants are detailed. Of note, most of these

mutants have been produced by callus culture (Tos17 insertion, T-DNA, or RNA interference (RNAi)

techniques) also known to affect DNA methylation [34] and TE activity. Results should therefore be

interpreted with caution.

In A. thaliana, MET1, the ortholog of the mammalian Dnmt1 [35], is the major CG methylase and

ensures the maintenance of CG methylation [11]. In rice, two closely related putative MET1 genes

are present: OsMET1-1 and OsMET1-2 [36]. The loss-of-function mutant Osmet1-2 presents strong

developmental defects in seed development and vegetative growth [37]. The global CG methylation

level is reduced by 76% in the homozygous Osmet1-2 mutant compared to the wild type (WT). CHG and

CHH methylation are also affected (6.6 and 43%, respectively). However, the genome-wide CG

methylation level in the Arabidopsis met1 mutant is decreased by 98%, suggesting a redundant function

between OsMET1-1 and OsMET1-2 in rice. Nevertheless, Osmet1-1 mutants do not show discernible

developmental phenotype [38] and thus, OsMET1-1 seems to have a minimal and/or redundant

function in the maintenance of CG methylation. Consistently, OsMET1-2 is expressed at higher levels

than OsMET1-1 [37]. Gene expression is largely altered in Osmet1-2 (13% misregulated genes) while it

is only slightly affected in A. thaliana met1 mutant (2%), suggesting that a large proportion of genes are

regulated directly or indirectly by DNA methylation in rice. Lastly, both transcriptional activity of TEs

and 24 nucleotide (nt) siRNA production are disturbed in Osmet1-2 mutant, indicating that OsMET1-2

could be involved in transcriptional silencing of TEs [37].

CMTs are plant-specific DNA METs, characterized by the presence of a chromo (chromatin

organization modifier) domain and a bromo-adjacent homology (BAH) domain in the N-terminal

region. In Arabidopsis, three CMT genes have been identified: CMT2 is known to establish CHH

methylation [39] while CMT3 is a major CHG MET [1,40,41]. CMT1 is only weakly expressed

and its function is still unknown [42]. In rice, there are three CMT genes: OsCMT2, OsCMT3a,

and OsCMT3b. OsCMT3a is the only functional CMT3 ortholog and is involved in the maintenance

of DNA hypermethylation at CHG sites during DNA replication [43]. The loss-of-function Oscmt3a

mutation affects the expression of genes and TEs [43]. TEs are predominantly transcriptionally

activated and transgenerational TE mobility is observed in mutants confirming the role of OsCMT3a

in their control. In contrast to Arabidopsis cmt3, Oscmt3a mutant displays pleiotropic developmental

phenotypes: early flowering, short stature, and low fertility. Oscmt3b mutant does not present any

morphological abnormality and OsCMT3b is expressed only in panicles, suggesting that OsCMT3b

could play a minor role in CHG methylation. Finally OsCMT2 is closely related to CMT2 [43],

suggesting that OsCMT2 may play a role in CHH methylation, although no Oscmt2 mutant is

described yet.
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Table 1. Genes involved in DNA methylation in rice.

Proteins Locus ID Mutation Expression Description/Phenotype Functions References

Maintenance of
DNA methylation

OsMET1-2 (DNA
METHYLTRANSFERASE 1)

LOC_Os
07g08500

T-DNA insertion
(Tos17)

KO
All germinated seedlings

undergo quick necrotic death

Maintain DNA methylation at CG sites
during DNA replication. Two copies

MET1-1 and MET1-2
[37,44]

OsDRM1a
LOC_Os
11g01810

/ / Downregulated by jasmonic acid
Not expressed, lack of

methyltransferase motifs
[45]

OsDRM1b
LOC_Os
12g01800

/ / Downregulated by jasmonic acid

OsCMT3
(CHROMOMETHY
LTRANSFERASE)

LOC_Os
10g01570

T-DNA insertion
(Tos17)

KO

No difference in the vegetative
phase. Early reproductive stage,

15% shorter stature and
decreased fertility

Maintain DNA methylation at CHG
sites during DNA replication

[43,44]

Chromatin
remodeler

OsDDM1a (DECREASE in
DNA METHYLATION)

LOC_Os
09g27060

RNAi mutants KD

93% identity between both DDM1
homologs; dwarf phenotype;

hypomethylation in later
generations of selfed progenies

Remodeling histones ATPases.
Maintenance of cytosine methylation;

Required for maintenance of TE
silencing

[46,47]

OsDDM1b (DECREASED in
DNA METHYLATION)

LOC_Os
03g51230

RNAi mutants KD / Maintenance of cytosine methylation [46,47]

RdDM

OsDRM2 (DOMAINS
REARRANGED

METHYLTRANSFERASE)

LOC_Os
03g02010

Gene targeting
through

homologous
recombinaison

KO

Reduction of vegetative growth
and semi-dwarf phenotype.
Reduction in the de novo

methylation at transposons and
5S repeat sequences

De novo DNA methylation at CHH
sites directed by siRNAs. Major

DRM1/2-type methyltransferase gene
in rice

[44,45,48,49]

OsDCL3a (DICER LIKE
PROTEIN 3)

LOC_Os
01g68120

RNAi mutant KD

Pleiotropic phenotypes affecting
agricultural traits: plant height,

angle of flag leaf, smaller panicles.
Similar phenotypes as RNAi
mutants of AGO4ab-1 and

RDR2-2

Biogenesis of 24-nt long miRNAs
(lmiRNAs) which can direct DNA
methylation (cis and trans); 24 nt

siRNA biogenesis

[50–52]

OsDCL3b (DICER LIKE
PROTEIN 3)

LOC_Os
10g34430

RNAi mutant KD /

Panicle and early seed-specific and
require for 24 nt phased small RNAs.
DCL3a is expressed at a much higher

level than DCL3b

[50,53]

OsDCL4 (DICER LIKE
PROTEIN 4)

LOC_Os
04g43050

/ KO
Severe spikelet defects including

thread-like lemma and male
sterility

Biogenesis of 21 nt siRNA in panicles
and seedlings

[53,54]

OsRDR1 (RNA
DEPENDENT RNA
POLYMERASE 1)

LOC_Os
02g50330

T-DNA insertion
(Tos17)

KO
Ephemeral phenotypic

fluctuations occurred only under
some abiotic stress conditions

Role in the production and
amplification of exogenous,

virus-derived siRNAs (vsiRNAs) in
infected plants and in some abiotic

stress responses. Role in maintaining
the intrinsic locus-specific CHH

methylation patterns

[55]
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Table 1. Cont.

Proteins Locus ID Mutation Expression Description/Phenotype Functions References

RdDM

OsRDR2 (RNA
DEPENDENT RNA
POLYMERASE 2)

LOC_Os
04g39160

RNAi mutant KD
Similar phenotypes as RNAi
mutants of AGO4ab-1 and

OsDCL3a.

Role not studied yet but could be
similar to AtRDR2 (according to its

expression pattern)
[50]

OsRDR6 (RNA
DEPENDENT RNA
POLYMERASE 6)

LOC_Os
01g34350

SNP (G -> T)
Temperature
dependent

Spikelet defects
Biogenesis of 21 nt and 24 nt siRNAs

(different from Arabidopsis) and
resistance against virus

[53,56]

AGO4a/AGO4b
LOC_Os

01g16870/LOC_Os
04g06770

RNAi mutants KD
Similar phenotypes as RNAi

mutants of OsDCL3a and RDR2-2
High similarity with Arabidopsis AGO4 [50]

OsAGO1s (4 OsAGO1
homologs OsAGO1a,
OsAGO1b, OsAGO1c,

OsAGO1d)

LOC_Os
02g45070/LOC_Os
04g47870/LOC_Os
02g58490/LOC_Os

06g51310

RNAi mutants KD Various developmental defects miRNA mediated gene regulation [50]

WAF1 (WAVY LEAF1)
LOC_Os
07g06970

NMU mutagenesis KO

Seedling lethality due to defects
of SAM maintenance or

pleiotropic phenotypes in leaf
morphology and floral

development. Phenotypes similar
to sho1 and sho2 mutants deficient
in DCL4 and AGO7, respectively

Methylates 3’ terminal nucleotide of
siRNAs; HEN1 (HUA ENHANCER 1)

homolog
[57]

5-meC DNA
glycosylase/lyases

OsROS1a
LOC_Os
01g11900

knock-in targeting KO
Severe underdeveloped
endosperm phenotype

There are 4 ROS1 orthologs (ROS1a-d).
ROS1a is the most expressed gene
compared to ROS1b-d. ROS1a and
Arabidopsis DME gene could have

analogous functions in the endosperm

[58]

DNG701 (OsROS1c)
LOC_Os
05g37350

T-DNA insertion,
RNAi

KO; KD; OE
The progeny of ros1c mutant
present two seed phenotypes,

normal seeds and wrinkled seeds

ROS1a and ROS1c could play different
roles in seed development. Could be

involved in the control of transposition.
[58,59]

DML3a (DEMETER LIKE 3)
and DML3b

LOC_Os
04g28860/LOC_Os

02g29380
/ / / / [10,58]

DDM1: decrease in DNA methylation; KD: knock-down; KO: knock-out; NMU: N-nitroso-N-methylurethane; OE: over-expressed; SAM: shoot apical meristem; t-DNA: transfer DNA.
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DRM is required for the maintenance of non-CG methylation and for de novo methylation in all

the three contexts CG, CHG, and CHH [60]. In Arabidopsis, de novo methylation is established by the

RdDM pathways where siRNAs guide DRM2 to the region to be methylated [61]. DRM2, which is

homologous to mammalian Dnmt3, is also functionally redundant with CMT3 in the maintenance

of non-CG methylation at many loci [62]. DRM2 is expressed at much higher levels than DRM1 and

suggests that DRM2 is the predominant de novo DNA MET in Arabidopsis [63]. In rice, homozygous

Osdrm2 mutants show severe developmental defects such as a semi-dwarfed phenotype, reductions

in tiller number, abnormal panicle architecture, and complete sterility [45]. The genome-wide DNA

methylation level is reduced to 17% in Osdrm2 compared to the WT and the RdDM pathway is deficient.

In contrast to Arabidopsis, OsDRM2 is the major CHH MET in rice [46]. Heterologous expression of

OsDRM2 in yeast confirmed that OsDRM2 could methylate DNA de novo [48]. In rice, two other DRM

genes were identified respectively, DRM1a and DRM1b. These two genes are not expressed and might

not encode functional DNA METs [45].

In addition to DNA METs, DNA methylation is regulated by chromatin factors. DDM1

(DECREASE IN DNA METHYLATION 1), a SWItch/Sucrose Non-Fermentable (SWI2/SNF2)-like

chromatin remodeling protein, is necessary to maintain DNA methylation in Arabidopsis [64,65].

Two genes are orthologous of DDM1 in rice designated as OsDDM1a and OsDDM1b. These two

genes share 93% similarity and their expression patterns are also similar. Interestingly, only the

double mutants Osddm1a and Osddm1b show severe developmental defaults and a complete sterility,

suggesting functional redundancy [46,47]. The global DNA methylation level is reduced by 54%

in the double mutant Osddm1a Osddm1b compared to the WT. Genome-wide analyses of DNA

methylation have shown that OsDDM1 is involved in both CG and CHG methylation at euchromatic

and heterochromatic regions but is also involved in CHH methylation of small TEs such as MITEs

mainly located in euchromatic regions [46]. Transcriptomic analyses in Arabidopsis ddm1 mutants have

shown an important deregulation of gene transcription [39,66] suggesting that OsDDM1 could also

play a role in gene regulation and ensure normal plant development.

In plants, DNA demethylation is ensured by 5-meC DNA glycosylase enzymes that are encoded

by four genes in Arabidopsis: REPRESSOR OF SILENCING (ROS1) [67], DEMETER (DME) [68],

DEMETER-LIKE2 (DML2) AND DEMETER-LIKE3 (DML3) [69]. In rice, phylogenetic analyses

identified six DNA glycosylases: 4 ROS1 homologs (ROS1a–d) and two DML3 (DML3a and DML3b)

homologs and no DME homolog [10]. Expression analysis showed that ROS1a is the most expressed

gene compared to ROS1b–d and DML3a–b in the five tissues tested (seedling leaf, seedling root,

anther, pistil, and immature seed) [58]. Maternal null ros1a mutants present severe underdeveloped

endosperm phenotype, reminiscent of the dme mutant phenotype in Arabidopsis, suggesting that ROS1a

and DME could have analogous functions in the endosperm. Even if the DNA glycosylase function of

ROS1a is not demonstrated yet, maternal and paternal null ros1a alleles are not transmitted to the next

generation, suggesting that DNA methylation level play important roles in gametophyte development.

Characterization of the ROS1c/DNG701 gene [59] showed that ROS1c is required for the demethylation

of the Tos17 retrotransposon in rice calli, therefore suggesting it could be involved in the control of

transposition. In addition, the progeny of the knockout mutant ros1c present a proportion of 10% of

wrinkled seeds that could be due to the impact of the mutation on the endosperm hypomethylation.

The cause of this phenotype and its low penetrance is yet unknown. It is less pronounced in the ros1a

mutant, suggesting that ROS1a and ROS1c could play different roles in seed development.

Altogether these studies have shown that rice mutants affected in the DNA methylation machinery

present severe developmental phenotypes in both vegetative and reproductive stages in contrast to

Arabidopsis. In addition, a clear difference of DNA methylation patterns at the chromosome-wide level

is observed between both species [70]. Here again, these differences could be explained by significant

differences of TE density. Plant species with a high TE content (O. sativa, Zea mays, etc.) seem to require

more robust DNA methylation mechanisms than species with a low TE content such as Arabidopsis.
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In maize for instance, genetic perturbation of the methylome lead to developmental phenotypes and

some mutant combination cannot be recovered due to lethality [71].

4. Establishment of De Novo DNA Methylation

TEs are mobile genetic elements able to proliferate in their host genomes. They represent a main

source of genomic diversity and an evolutionary force in both plants and animals. Host genomes

have established strong regulations and young TE copies are silenced by epigenetic marks such as

cytosine methylation, ensuring a stable repression of TE expression and preventing their proliferation.

As mentioned above, de novo DNA methylation can be initiated via the RdDM mechanism,

a plant-specific pathway through which siRNAs target homologous DNA regions to methylate it.

The RdDM pathway is well characterized in Arabidopsis [72,73] but largely unstudied in rice. In this

part, we will detail RdDM pathways based on the model plant A. thaliana (Figure 4a) to highlight

a comprehensive overview of what have been identified in rice (Figure 4b).

Figure 1. RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) pathways in Arabidopsis and in rice.

(a) In Arabidopsis, the “canonical” RdDM pathway (right panel) is initiated by the RNA polymerase

IV (Pol IV) that generates a single strand RNA (ssRNA) of the target locus which is a template for the

RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 2 (RDR2) to generate a double strand RNA (dsRNA). DICER-like

3 (DCL3) cleaves dsRNAs to 24 nucleotide (nt) siRNAs then loaded into ARGONAUTE 4 (AGO4).

AGO4-bound siRNAs can base-pair with the nascent RNA polymerase V (Pol V) transcript or with

DNA leading to the recruitment of DRM2 to establish de novo methylation of the target locus and

to mediate transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) of transposable elements (TEs). The “non-canonical”

pathway (left panel) incorporate components that are typically associated with post-transcriptional

gene silencing (PTGS). A young TE copy, future RdDM target, is transcribed by RNA polymerase

II (Pol II) to produce mRNAs. Some of these Pol II transcripts can be converted into dsRNAs by

RDR6 and processed by DCL2 and DCL4 into 21–22 nt siRNAs, resulting in AGO1-mediated PTGS

by the cleavage of TE mRNAs. These dsRNAs can also initiate de novo DNA methylation by three

independent pathways: RDR6-DCL3-RdDM, RDR6-RdDM, and DCL3-RdDM involving AGO2, Pol V,

and DRM2. These non-canonical pathways enhance methylation and reinforce TGS. A transition from
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PTGS to TGS occurs when high levels of Pol II and RDR6-dependent dsRNAs saturate DCL2 and

DCL4 enzymes and become available for processing by DCL3, which produces 24 nt siRNAs that

trigger canonical RdDM and TGS of TEs. (b) In rice, only some genes involved in RdDM pathways

are functionally characterized. DCLs, AGOs, and RDRs are encoded by one of the largest multigene

families and some genes, like OsAGO4a and OsAGO4b or OsRDR2 and OsRDR6 seem to have functional

redundancy. However, OsDCL3a and OsDCL3b seem to have some similar roles, OsDCL3b being mostly

involved in panicle and early seed development. Dotted lines represent hypothetical pathways or

hypothetical proteins, not yet characterized.

Main classes of regulators involved in this complex mechanism include: RNAi machinery ensured

by Dicer-like (DCL), Argonaute (AGO), and RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RDRs) genes families,

de novo MET DRMs and two plant-specific RNA polymerases Pol IV and Pol V. The “canonical”

RdDM pathway is initiated by Pol IV which generates a single strand RNA (ssRNA) of the target locus

which is a template for RDR2 to generate a double strand RNA (dsRNA). DCL3 cleaves dsRNAs to

24 nucleotides siRNAs (24 nt siRNAs) which are stabilized by methylation at their 3’-OH groups by

HUA ENHANCER 1 (HEN1) and loaded into AGO4. AGO4-bound siRNAs can base-pair with the

nascent Pol V transcript or with DNA [74], leading to the recruitment of DRM2 to establish de novo

methylation of the target locus and to mediate transcriptional gene silencing (TGS) of TEs.

In addition to the canonical pathway, various “non-canonical” forms of RdDM have recently been

identified in Arabidopsis [73]. These mechanisms partly incorporate components that are typically

associated with post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS). Initially, future RdDM targets—for instance,

a young TE copy—are transcribed by Pol II to produce mRNAs. Some of these Pol II transcripts can be

converted to dsRNAs by RDR6 and processed by DCL2 and DCL4 into 21–22 nt siRNAs, resulting

in AGO1-mediated PTGS by the cleavage of TE mRNAs. However, these dsRNAs can also initiate

de novo DNA methylation by three independent pathways: RDR6–DCL3–RdDM, RDR6–RdDM,

and DCL3–RdDM involving AGO2, Pol V, and DRM2. These non-canonical pathways enhance

methylation and reinforce TGS. A transition from PTGS to TGS occurs when high levels of Pol II- and

RDR6-dependent dsRNAs saturate DCL2 and DCL4 enzymes and become available for processing by

DCL3, which produces 24 nt siRNAs that trigger canonical RdDM and TGS of TEs. Finally, RdDM

mechanisms seem to be able to compensate for each other [75].

So far, only some of the rice RdDM machinery components have been functionally characterized

by using RNAi mutants and expression analyses [50]. In plants, DCLs, AGOs, and RDRs are encoded

by small multigenic families and curiously in rice these families gather 32 genes, one of the largest

numbers of these genes among the plant species analyzed so far. These results suggest that there is a

complex and robust network of siRNAs in rice [76]. Nevertheless, only a few genes have been fully

identified as partners in the RdDM mechanism. For example, OsDCL3a is involved in 24 nt siRNA

processing [51]. RdDM mutants display several developmental alterations as lower plant height and

smaller panicles compared to WT. RNAi mutants of OsAGO4a and OsAGO4b, homologs of Arabidopsis

AGO4 [52], and RNAi mutant of OsRDR2 have similar phenotypes suggesting that OsRDR2 and

OsAGO4ab are involved in the same pathway. The function of OsRDR2 is not clearly established yet its

expression pattern is similar to RDR2 in Arabidopsis at earlier stages of flower development, suggesting

a similar role [50]. OsRDR6 is involved in the biogenesis of 21 and 24 nt siRNAs [53,56] suggesting

a possible redundancy between OsRDR2 and OsRDR6. In addition, the loss-of-function of OsRDR1

causes alteration of CHH methylation indicating a possible role in the RdDM pathway [55]. Finally,

WAVY LEAF1 (WAF1) has been identified as an ortholog of Arabidopsis HEN1. Rice waf1 mutants show

strong pleiotropic phenotypes and do not survive 10 days after germination. Abe et al. [57] have shown

that the siRNAs abundance was decreased in this mutant compared to WT. Finally, as in Arabidopsis,

WAF1 is required for the stabilization of siRNAs.

RNA polymerases are composed of at least 12 subunits, forming a large holoenzyme [77]. Nuclear

RNA Polymerases D and E (NRPD and NRPE) are specific subunits of Pol IV and Pol V, respectively,

and are derived from the duplication of Pol II subunit, NRPB [78]. Orthologs of NRPD and NRPE have
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been identified in rice [79] and present the same domain structure as in Arabidopsis. No study has been

published yet on Pol IV and Pol V in rice nevertheless similarities of structure suggest a similar role.

Interestingly, no rice knockout mutant has been described for any of the early actors of the RdDM

pathway, so far [76]. The difficulty of obtaining such mutants suggests that they could be sterile and

weak alleles or RNAi lines could be of interest. This might also underline the more drastic effect

of affecting the RdDM pathway in this species than in A. thaliana. Recently, Bousios and Gaut [80]

discussed the importance of studying epigenetic mechanisms in a wide range of species. Indeed, due to

the singularities of the A. thaliana genome (small genome with weak TE activity), the generalization of

the current epigenetic model to plants at large may not be fully relevant. There is therefore a need for

a comprehensive study of these mechanisms in another model species, such as rice.

5. Conclusions and Perspectives

Food security and climate changes are serious global concerns and it is now well established

that epigenetic regulations are strongly influenced by the environment and could provide a reversible

yet heritable source of variation for rapid adaptation. Rice is one of the most important food crops

worldwide and its evolution is explained by a long history of selection and domestication. Natural

epimutations have accumulated in this species and we propose that they could contribute to adaptation

and to agronomic traits in this species. Over recent years, the number of rice epigenetic studies has

significantly increased. In response to different stresses, rice epialleles have been identified and are

correlated with the appearance of new adaptive traits. Nevertheless, the underlying mechanisms are

still unclear and lots of questions remain unanswered. Massive comparative studies of rice varieties

will provide an opportunity to improve our knowledge of epigenetic regulations and also to identify

new agronomically interesting epialleles. Finally, the fact that epigenetic mechanisms are closely linked

to TE content and are thus species-specific, stresses the importance of expanding these epigenetic

studies to a large number of crop species.
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Abstract

Retrotransposons are mobile genetic elements abundant in plant and animal genomes.

While efficiently silenced by the epigenetic machinery, they can be reactivated upon stress

or during development. Their level of transcription not reflecting their transposition ability, it

is thus difficult to evaluate their contribution to the active mobilome. Here we applied a sim-

ple methodology based on the high throughput sequencing of extrachromosomal circular

DNA (eccDNA) forms of active retrotransposons to characterize the repertoire of mobile ret-

rotransposons in plants. This method successfully identified known active retrotransposons

in both Arabidopsis and rice material where the epigenome is destabilized. When applying

mobilome-seq to developmental stages in wild type rice, we identified PopRice as a highly

active retrotransposon producing eccDNA forms in the wild type endosperm. The mobi-

lome-seq strategy opens new routes for the characterization of a yet unexplored fraction of

plant genomes.

Author summary

Long time considered as « junk DNA », the evolutive force of transposable elements (TEs)

is now well established and TEs contribute strongly to eukaryote genome plasticity. How-

ever, it is difficult to fully characterize the mobile part of a genome, or active mobilome,

and tracking TE activity remains challenging. We therefore propose to use the detection

of extrachromosomal circular DNA as a diagnostic for plant TE activity. Our mobilome-

seq technique allowed to identify a new active retrotransposon in wild type rice seeds, and

will represent a powerful strategy in characterizing the somatic activity of TEs to evaluate

their impact on genome stability and to better understand their adaptive capacity in multi-

cellular eukaryotes.
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Introduction

Transposable elements (TEs) are major players in the evolution of animal and plant genomes

[1–3]. The observation of both a complex epigenetic repression of TE expression and a large

compartment occupied by TE copies in most sequenced eukaryotic genomes reflects a fine-

tuned interaction between TEs and their host genomes [1–4]. TE proliferation in genomes

leads to increased genomic diversity through mutations, genomic rearrangements like translo-

cations or inversions [2], and epigenetic modifications [5]. This proliferation can also have a

regulatory effect on gene expression that has been proposed to potentially result in adaptive

traits [1,6,7].

According to their mode of transposition, TEs are organized into two main classes: re-

trotransposons (RTs) and DNA transposons (DNA-TEs). RTs multiply using a « copy and

paste » strategy mediated by an RNA-intermediate, whereas DNA-TEs use a « cut and paste »

mechanism [8]. During their life cycle TEs thus can exist as integrated DNA, mRNA and extra-

chromosomal linear DNA (S1 Fig). The extrachromosomal linear form, typical of actively pro-

liferating TEs, can be detected by the host and may be circularized by DNA repair processes.

The non-homologous end-joining mechanism and/or homologous recombination between

flanking repeat sequences have been proposed to promote the circularization of extrachromo-

somal DNA into extrachromosomal circular DNA (eccDNA) [9–12]. There is no evidence that

these eccDNAs can be re-integrated into the plant genome. Thus the formation of eccDNAs

by the host could be a mechanism to limit the number of new insertions of active TEs in the

genome (S1 Fig). Different types of active TEs have been detected as eccDNAs in plants such

as Tto1 [13],Mu [14] and Ac/Ds [15], however no genome-wide analysis of these forms has

been performed yet. The mobilome consists of all mobile genetic elements in a cell that can be

plasmids in prokaryotes or TEs in eukaryotes [16]. We will hereafter refer to the extrachromo-

somal forms of TEs as the reverse-transcribed mobilome.

Multiple approaches have been used to identify actively proliferating TEs at different steps

of their life-cycle: (1) positional cloning of genes altered by a TE insertion (for example in rice

the hAT DNA-TE [17] or the Long Terminal Repeat RT (LTR-RT)Houba [18], (2) search for

TE-insertion polymorphisms using transposon display on candidate TEs (for example rice

mPing and Pong [19], (3) transcription studies on candidates TEs using primers targeting con-

served domains, for example rice LTR-RT Tos17 [20] or through genome-wide transcriptomic

analyses, for example the LTR-RT Lullaby in rice calli [21]. Today the most advanced tech-

nique to identify actively proliferating TEs in species where the genome sequence is available

consists of whole-genome resequencing and detection of TE-associated polymorphisms using

paired-end mapping [22–24].

The techniques listed above have important limitations. The analysis of transcripts by

RNA-seq allows the description of transcriptionally active retrotransposons but does not take

into account their capacity to produce proteins. As transcription is the first step in a retrotran-

sposon life cycle, most copies do not go further this point, either because of post-transcrip-

tional gene silencing activities or because they have accumulated mutations that prevent the

translation of mature proteins, although some TEs with non functional proteins might parasite

other TEs [25,26]. The analysis of neo-insertions through genome resequencing is very power-

ful to reduce the complexity of transcriptionally active TEs to the ones that effectively produce

new insertions. This approach detects breakpoints between neo-insertions and a reference

genome and thus requires a high sequencing coverage more adapted to small genomes. Fur-

thermore only fixed, transgenerational neo-insertions can be detected with high accuracy.

Finally, despite the numerous pipelines developed to characterize these neo-insertions [27,28],

only insertions into non repetitive regions of the genome can be accurately detected, leaving a
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large part of the structural variations caused by TEs undetectable. Alternative approaches ini-

tially developed in mammals, such as retrotransposon-capture sequencing, consist in the

enrichment and identification of the flanking sequences of a particular retrotransposon [28–

30], but these techniques require prior knowledge of the active TE families in the species of

interest. We therefore endeavor to develop a genome-wide strategy that could efficiently track

potentially active TEs without full genome resequencing.

We sought to take advantage of the presence of circular forms of active TEs in the eccDNA

compartment to identify active TEs in plants. Extrachromosomal DNA circles were identified

decades ago in Drosophila [9,31] and observed by electron microscopy in Vigna radiata [32]

and by two-dimensional gel-electrophoresis in carcinogen-treated cells [33] and in plants [34].

These eccDNAs can be formed by homologous recombination between adjacent repeats

such as amplified genes [35], tandem repeats (satellite, telomeric, centromeric and ribosomal

repeats) [34,36] or they can result from the linear extrachromosomal forms of active TEs [37].

These eccDNAs are ubiquitous elements and heterogeneous populations of eccDNAs seem to

be present in all eukaryotic organisms [38]. Recently, sequencing of eccDNAs was experi-

mented in mouse cells where microDNAs originating from chromosomal micro-deletions at

specific gene loci [39,40] were identified. Numerous eccDNAs were detected in yeast cells

[41,42], although no new active TE could be identified. Therefore, the abundance and identity

of eccDNAs specifically resulting from the circularization of extrachromosomal TE DNA

in multicellular organisms is not well documented. Here, we used the identification of TE

eccDNA as a tool to investigate TE activation in plants and developed a dedicated computa-

tional pipeline to address this question.

We analyzed the active mobilomes from the two plant species Arabidopsis thaliana and

Oryza sativa. As a proof of concept, we selected plant material where active TEs had previously

been identified: a partially hypomethylated line for A. thaliana [43] and a callus tissue for O.

sativa. Our mobilome-seq analyses clearly identified the two known active LTR-RTs EVD [44]

and Tos17 [45], in A. thaliana and O. sativa samples respectively, in their eccDNA forms. To

investigate novel TE activity we applied mobilome-seq to wild type rice seeds and identified

PopRice LTR-RTs as producing large amounts of eccDNAs specifically in the endosperm tis-

sue. We propose that the mobilome-seq strategy could help identifying mobile TEs in different

species to better understand the impact of the active mobilome on the host genome.

Results

Enrichment and sequencing of eccDNAs

In order to isolate and to sequence eccDNAs, total DNA was first extracted from plant tissues

(Fig 1). Linear genomic DNA was digested with an exonuclease and the remaining eccDNA

molecules were then amplified by rolling circle amplification (RCA) using random primers.

This method does therefore not require any a priori knowledge on TEs for a given sample. We

first performed this experiment on samples from A. thaliana Columbia wild type plants as a

negative control (Col WT) and on an epigenetic recombinant inbred line (epiRIL12 hereafter

called epi12) where an hypomethylated retrotransposon (EVD/ATCOPIA93) was detected as

actively proliferating [44], as a positive control. Southern blot validation assays using an EVD

specific probe were performed to analyze the enrichment of eccDNAs before and after the

RCA step (Fig 2A). A signal corresponding to digested EVD eccDNAs was detected in samples

from siliques and flowers from epi12 plants after RCA, but not in samples fromWT plants.

No signal could be detected in the absence of RCA indicating that most genomic DNA had

been degraded after the exonuclease treatment. We used this material for high throughput

sequencing.

Mobilome-seq in plants
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Detection of EVD by mobilome-seq in A. thaliana hypomethylated plants

We performed mobilome-seq on Col WT and epi12 siliques samples as shown in Fig 1. After

mapping the reads on the reference genome of A. thaliana we detected peaks of high coverage

in both WT and epi12 mobilome-seq libraries (S2 Fig) corresponding to ribosomal DNA

(rDNA) loci that are known to produce eccDNAs [34]. All peaks of high coverage correspond-

ing to TEs in both WT and epi12 are listed in S5 Table. In particular, peaks corresponding to

EVD were specifically detected in epi12 (Fig 2B, S3A Fig and S5 Table). EVD is a 5,3 kilobases

(kb)-long LTR-RT present in two full-length copies in the genome of A. thaliana ecotype

Columbia. EVD is transcribed and mobilized inmet1-derived epiRILs [44] and produces

eccDNA copies [46]. Due to the repetitive nature of TEs, reads corresponding to EVD eccDNA

Fig 1. Themobilome-seq approach in plants. A schematic view of the main steps involved in the selection
and amplification of the extrachromosomal circular molecules in plants. After DNA extraction, linear DNA
molecules are digested and circular molecules are randomly amplified using rolling circle amplification. This
DNAmaterial is used for high-throughput sequencing. Mobilome-seq data analysis consists in characterizing
the depth of coverage (DOC) of mapped reads and the presence of split reads (SRs) at TE loci and the
detection of de novo assembled scaffolds corresponding to these TEs.

doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1006630.g001
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can map against full-length and also truncated copies present in the genome explaining why

all regions corresponding to EVD are more or less covered. Nevertheless, the two full-length

copies (on chromosomes 1 and 5) are the most significantly covered with a p-value< 10−8

(S3B and S3C Fig). The EVD locus on chromosome 5 is highly covered in the epi12 mobilome-

seq library compared to the WT library, with a depth of coverage (DOC) of 3500X versus 1X,

respectively (Fig 2C). To further identify the presence of reads corresponding to eccDNA junc-

tions, we specifically detected split reads (SRs) as paired-reads that are not correctly mapped

onto the reference genome (seeMethods). We could detect a high number of SRs at both 5’

and 3’ ends of EVD in the epi12 mobilome-seq data compared toWT (Fig 2C and S4 Fig) sug-

gesting the presence of reads spanning the circular junction. A closer examination of some of

these reads revealed that they indeed correspond to 2LTR junctions (S5 Fig). While 142 TEs

were detected as overexpressed in epi12 at the transcriptional level [47], the mobilome-seq

data suggest that only EVD produce circular copies (S6 Fig).

Tos17 is highly enriched in theO. sativa callus tissue mobilome-seq
library

We then analyzed mobilome-seq libraries from O. sativa ssp japonica cv Nipponbare, a species

with a larger genome (400Mb) than A. thaliana (135Mb) and a three times bigger proportion

Fig 2. Mobilome-seq detection of EVD, a known active retrotransposon in Arabidopsis. (A) Southern blot experiment usingHindIII-
digested eccDNAs amplified from A. thalianaWT and epi12 flowers and siliques and detected with a probe specific for the EVD retrotransposon
active in the line epi12. RCA: rolling circle amplification. The ethidium bromide (EtBr) gel picture is shown as a loading control. (B) Abundance of
reads mapping at TE-annotated loci in the A. thaliana epi12 line mobilome-seq library. Each dot represents the normalized coverage per million
mapped reads per all TE-containing 100bp windows obtained after aligning the sequenced reads on the A. thaliana reference genome. Blue dots
indicate the windows corresponding to annotated EVD genomic loci. (C) Detail of the depth of coverage of total mapped reads (DOC) and split
reads (SR) abundance of the A. thaliana epi12 andWTmobilome-seq data at the EVD locus on chromosome 5 (blue bar). Grey peaks: read
abundance (not normalized), DOC: depth of coverage for all aligned reads, SRs: split reads, WT: wild type siliques, epi12: epi12 siliques.
Maximum coverage is indicated on the right. Colors indicate the presence of SNPs.

doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1006630.g002
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of TEs (45% in O. sativa against 15% in A. thaliana), using both leaf material and callus tissue.

TEs with high coverage in O. sativamobilome-seq libraries are listed in S5 Table. More specifi-

cally, peaks corresponding to the Tos17 family were detected in the mobilome-seq libraries of

callus tissue but not in leaves (Fig 3A and 3B, S7 Fig). Tos17 is a 4,1 kb-long LTR-RT present

in two copies in the O. sativa genome (on chromosomes 7 and 10), the copy on chromosome

7 being active in calli [13]. The DOC analysis indicated a clear enrichment (DOC = 200X) at

the Tos17 locus on chromosome 7 in the callus mobilome-seq library compared to the leaf

mobilome-seq library (<1X) (Fig 3B and S7B Fig). SRs were detected on both ends of Tos17

suggesting the presence of reads spanning the junction. The presence of Tos17 eccDNAs was

confirmed by an inverse PCR assay (Fig 3C) and a closer inspection of SRs identified reads

spanning the 2LTR-circle junction (S8A Fig). Moreover we have also analyzed the coverage of

Lullaby, a LTR-RT active in calli [21]. A low coverage from 10X to 12X was detected in the cal-

lus mobilome-seq library and the presence of reads spanning junction of Lullaby eccDNAs

was confirmed (S8B Fig). Altogether, these results show that known active LTR-RTs could be

detected using the mobilome-seq approach, suggesting that this technique can be used to iden-

tify new active TEs in plants.

Fig 3. Mobilome-seq detection of Tos17, a known active retrotransposon in rice callus. (A) Abundance of reads mapping at TE-annotated
loci in theO. sativaWT callus mobilome-seq library. Each dot represents the normalized coverage per million mapped reads per all TE-containing
100bp windows obtained after aligning the sequenced reads on theO. sativa reference genome. Green dots indicate the windows corresponding to
annotated Tos17 genomic loci. (B) Detail of the depth of coverage of total mapped reads (DOC) and split reads (SRs) abundance of theO. sativaWT
callus and leaf mobilome-seq library at the Tos17 locus on chromosome 7 (green bar). Legend as in Fig 2C. (C) Detection of circular forms of Tos17
using inverse PCR with primers localization depicted on the right (black bar: Tos17 element, arrows: PCR primers, grey boxes: LTRs). Upper gel:
PCR amplification of Tos17 circles, middle gel: control PCR for Tos17 detection, lower gel: PCR using eEF1 primers as loading control. (D) Dotter
alignment of the scaffold #29 obtained after de novo assembly of callus mobilome-seq library and Tos17.

doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1006630.g003
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Identification of a new active LTR-RT in wild type rice

Epigenomic studies have revealed a release of TE transcriptional silencing during plant devel-

opment [48–51]. In a first attempt to understand the possible role of TEs reactivation during

plant development, we performed mobilome-seq analyses on DNA extracted from whole rice

seeds. Some TE regions were significantly highly covered in this mobilome-seq library (Fig 4A

and 4B, S9 Fig), most of these regions corresponding to TEs belonging to a single subfamily of

Osr4.Osr4 [52] is a large family of 5.7 kb-long LTR-RTs comprising 47 members in the O.

sativa ssp japonica cv Nipponbare genome (Fig 4C and S3 Table). To differentiate Osr4 active

Fig 4. Mobilome-seq detection of a novel active retrotransposon in rice seeds. (A) Genome-wide analysis of mobilome-seq data identifies the
PopRice retrotransposon family as the most represented active family in WT rice seeds. Legend as in Fig 3A. Pink dots indicate the windows
corresponding toOsr4 and PopRice loci. (B) Detail of the depth of coverage of total mapped reads and split reads abundance of theO. sativaWT
seeds mobilome-seq library at the PopRice locus on chromosome 2 (pink bar) for callus and leaf mobilome-seq data. Legend as in Fig 2C. (C)
Phylogenic tree showing that PopRice is a distinct subfamily ofOsr4 LTR-RT. The relative DOC calculated from two biological replicates in WT seed
mobilome-seq data is indicated as a heatmap. (D) Dotter alignment of the scaffold #17 obtained after de novo assembly of WT seedmobilome-seq
library and a PopRice element.

doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1006630.g004
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and non-active members we hereafter refer to the subfamily enriched in the seed mobilome-

seq library as the PopRice family. The PopRice family is composed of 17 full-length copies in

the reference genome. Some of these loci are highly covered in the seed mobilome-seq library

with a DOC reaching 300X (Fig 4B), showing that some members of this subfamily are actively

producing eccDNAs in wild type rice seeds. We detected SRs located on both 5’ and 3’ ends of

some PopRice loci (Fig 4B and S9 Fig). A closer examination of reads spanning junctions has

also confirmed the presence of PopRice eccDNAs (S10 Fig). Further sequence analyses of

PopRice family revealed that the most active PopRice copies form a subgroup of 5 members

(Fig 4C).

de novo assembly can be used to identify the most active LTR-RTs
without a reference genome

We performed de novo assembly of mobilome-seq libraries to determine whether EVD, Tos17

and PopRice could be detected without mapping on a reference genome. We did not detect

scaffolds corresponding to EVD when performing de novo assembly on the WTmobilome-seq

library. In the Arabidopsis epi12 mobilome-seq library, de novo assembly resulted in three

main scaffolds corresponding to EVD (S11 Fig). These three scaffolds all result from the assem-

bly of a high number of reads (59,943; 49,098 and 19,424 reads per million (rpm), respectively,

p-value< 0.05, negative binomial distribution). In the rice callus mobilome-seq library the

most highly covered scaffold (3,906 rpm) with homology to TEs corresponded to Tos17 (100%

identity over 4,532 base pairs (bp), Fig 3D). This suggests that de novo assembly can be used to

identify active RTs. In the seed mobilome-seq library, the most significantly covered scaffold

(3,473 rpm) showed 99% of sequence identity with a PopRice consensus sequence over 4,960

bp (Fig 4D). Only the ends of PopRice were not assembled in this scaffold, likely due to the

repetitive nature of LTR sequences.

Activation of PopRice in the endosperm tissue

To further validate the presence of extrachromosomal DNA fragments originating from

PopRice in WT rice seeds, we performed a Southern blot experiment using non-amplified and

non-digested genomic DNA (Fig 5A). Using a PopRice specific probe, a signal corresponding

to a 5 kb fragment was identified in genomic DNA samples extracted from seeds but not from

leaves, revealing a massive accumulation of PopRice extrachromosomal copies in wild type

seeds. A Southern blot performed on genomic DNA obtained from dissected seed tissues fur-

ther revealed that PopRice extrachromosomal DNA could only be detected in the endosperm

tissue but not in the embryo or seed coat (Fig 5B). This result was confirmed by inverse PCR

assays (S12 Fig). To characterize the kinetics of PopRice activation during plant development

we used inverse PCR to detect the presence of PopRice eccDNAs at different developmental

stages. PopRice eccDNAs seemed to be specific of seed tissues from the embryo developmental

stage (corresponding to immature seeds, from 3 to 5 days after pollination) to the germination,

however eccDNAs were not detected in roots and cotyledons after germination (Fig 5C).

To rule out the possibility that PopRice circles could originate from homologous recombi-

nation between its endogenous LTR sequences, we identified mobilome-seq reads correspond-

ing to 2LTR junctions in the seed libraries (S10 Fig). The presence of these reads confirmed that

non-homologous end-joining of reverse transcription products, and not homologous recombi-

nation at the endogenous genomic location, is responsible for the formation of PopRice eccDNA

molecules. Additionally we analyzed PopRice transcription, the mRNAs being the precursors of

the eccDNAs. RT-qPCR assays showed that PopRice andOsr4members are highly transcribed

in seeds compared to leaves and flowers (Fig 5D). The level of expression seems higher when all
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elements of theOsr4 family are considered suggesting that the whole Osr4 family is transcrip-

tionally active, although only PopRice eccDNAs could be detected (Fig 4C).

Discussion

In all eukaryotic organisms, eccDNAmolecules are ubiquitous elements and constitute an het-

erogenous population of circular molecules that can originate from repeats such as rDNA clus-

ters through homologous recombination [34,53] or from active TEs (through circularization

of linear extrachromosomal forms). We took advantage of the detection of eccDNAs by next

generation sequencing (NGS) to explore the extrachromosomal circular mobilome in plants.

Fig 5. PopRice retrotransposons produce extrachromosomal DNA during seed development in wild type rice. (A) Southern blot
experiment using non-digested genomic DNA extracted fromWT rice leaves and seeds at different stages as indicated and detected with a
PopRice specific probe (gDNA: genomic DNA, ecDNA: extrachromosomal DNA). The GelRed gel picture is shown as a loading control. (B)
Southern blot experiment using non-digested genomic DNA extracted from dissected rice seed tissues as indicated and detected with a
PopRice specific probe. Legend as in A. (C) Detection of PopRice circular forms using inverse PCR with primers localization depicted on the
right (black bar: PopRice element, arrows: PCR primers, grey boxes: LTRs). Upper gel: PCR amplification of PopRice circles, middle gel:
control PCR for PopRice detection, lower gel: PCR using eEF1 primers as control. (D) qRT-PCR analysis of PopRice andOsr4 transcripts in
WT rice leaves, flowers and mature seeds. Two pairs of primers were used: PopRice specific primers (top) and primers specific for the whole
Osr4 family (including PopRice) (bottom). The relative expression levels were calculated using eIF-5a as a reference, error bars indicate
technical replicates, two biological replicates are shown for each tissue.

doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1006630.g005
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As a proof of concept we analyzed samples from A. thaliana and O. sativamaterial for which

actively proliferating TEs had previously been characterized [44,45]. Identification of two well-

characterized active LTR-RTs, EVD and Tos17 in an A. thaliana hypomethylated line and in

rice callus tissue, respectively, confirmed that this method is efficient to capture actively prolif-

erating retrotransposons in plants. The detection of rDNA circles validates the enrichment of

eccDNAs in our libraries and thus constitutes another positive control. Moreover our observa-

tions suggest that some TEs might form different circles where SRs spread into internal regions

of TEs reflecting a possible heterogeneity of these extrachromosomal circles. The mobilome-

seq strategy exploits the advantages of NGS and requires a low sequencing coverage for each

library. Indeed only a minor fraction of the genome is sequenced, opening the future possibil-

ity of applying the technique to very large genomes, for which resequencing techniques are not

affordable and technically challenging. Furthermore, the de novo assembly analyses might rep-

resent a precious and powerful method to study the active mobilome of species for which a ref-

erence genome is lacking.

Developmental relaxation of TE control has been documented in plant tissues accompa-

nying the gametes: vegetative nucleus for the pollen and endosperm for the ovary [51]. In rice,

DNAmethylome analyses revealed a global hypomethylation in the endosperm [50,54,55]

confirming previous results in Arabidopsis [49,56,57]. This suggests that TE activity could be

increased in these tissues; however, to our knowledge, only the proliferation of a DNA-TE

Mule element has been documented so far in the A. thaliana pollen [48]. Here, our seed mobi-

lome-seq analyses reproducibly revealed that the PopRice family of autonomous LTR-RTs pro-

duces extrachromosomal copies. These copies can be detected on a Southern blot analysis of

untreated genomic DNA showing that PopRice extrachromosomal copies accumulate in wild

type rice endosperm. Further studies will help evaluating the proliferation of PopRice in the

endosperm genome. PopRice transcripts could be detected in seeds suggesting that eccDNAs

indeed originate from reverse transcription of these transcripts. Genomic imprinting could

explain the transcriptional activity of some TEs in the endosperm. According to a study by

Luo et al. [58], only two relatively ancient copies (PopRice_16 and Osr4_28) are localized in

introns of paternally imprinted genes (LOC_Os11g09329 and LOC_Os08g24420, respectively)

suggesting that imprinting might not be the only trigger for PopRice/Osr4 transcriptional acti-

vation in the endosperm. Recently, Cheng et al. have shown that members of the Osr4 LTR-RT

family could retrotranspose in oscmt3mutants, affected in a chromomethylase involved in

DNAmethylation, through genome resequencing [59]. Interestingly all neo-insertions are due

to the PopRice subfamily suggesting that this subfamily contains all potentially active members

and that they are under the epigenetic control of OsCMT3. This transgenerational control is

reminiscent of the regulation of Onsen, an A. thaliana LTR-RT that produces eccDNAmole-

cules after heat stress. However in the case of Onsen transgenerational neo-insertions are only

detected in mutants affected in the RNA-directed DNAmethylation (RdDM) pathway, but

not in the CMT3 pathway [60]. The precise role of the RdDM pathway in the transgenerational

control of these LTR-RTs neo-insertions is not yet elucidated [61].

Using a newly developed method to sequence and identify eccDNAs originating from TEs,

we have characterized a yet unexplored fraction of plant DNA. This study revealed the reacti-

vation of an endosperm-specific LTR-RT in rice. This LTR-RT family seems to be under the

control of both epigenetic and post-transcriptional regulation. Furthermore the identification

of this only LTR-RT family active in the endosperm suggests that the global hypomethylation

occurring in this tissue is not sufficient to trigger a massive reactivation of TEs. By giving an

insight into actively proliferating retrotransposons in plants, the mobilome-seq approach is

likely to expand our understanding of TE activity in plants and of their putative contribution

in response to stress and during plant development.
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Materials andmethods

Plant material

Arabidopsis thaliana WT ecotype Columbia-0 and epiRIL12 plants from the eighth generation

[43] were grown in soil under a 16h/8h (light/dark) cycle after 2 days at 4˚C for stratification.

Florets and 1–2 cm green siliques were harvested 3 days to 2 weeks after pollination, respec-

tively. Oryza sativa ssp. japonica cv. Nipponbare rice plants were cultivated in a growth cham-

ber (Percival, USA) under a 12h light-dark cycle (12h-28˚C/12h-26˚C) and with a relative

humidity of 80% during the day and 70% during the night. The light intensity varied gradually

in 40 min at the beginning and end of the day. Grain material was harvested 3 to 5 to 15 days

after pollination for the immature and mature stage, respectively. Seeds were germinated in

the dark on a humid Whatman paper for 5 days before harvest. Dissection of seeds was per-

formed under the binocular on mature seeds. Callus material was previously described [21].

DNA extraction

For each plant sample, total DNA was extracted using the plant DNeasy mini kit (Qiagen)

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. A DNA pre-extraction was performed for rice

grains to optimize DNA quantity and quality. Grains were grinded in an extraction buffer

(Tris-HCl pH8, NaCl 250mM, EDTA 50mM, 0.2% SDS) and were incubated 30 min at 65˚C.

DNA samples were precipitated with 0.7 volume of isopropanol and the DNA pellet was

directly resuspended in the plant DNeasy mini buffer (Qiagen).

Extrachromosomal circular DNA enrichment

To remove large genomic linear fragments 5μg of genomic DNA for each sample were purified

using a Geneclean kit (MPBio) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. eccDNA was iso-

lated from 28μl of the GeneClean product using the PlasmidSafe DNase (Epicentre) according

to the manufacturer’s instructions, except that the 37˚C incubation was performed for 17h.

The PlasmidSafe exonuclease digests double-stranded linear DNA to deoxynucleotides while

leaving circular DNA intact. DNA samples were precipitated by adding 0.1 volume of 3M

sodium acetate (pH 5.2), 2.5 volumes of ethanol and 1 μl of glycogen (Fisher) and incubating

overnight at -20˚C. The precipitated circular DNA was amplified by random RCA using the

Illustra TempliPhi kit (GE Healthcare). For this, the DNA pellet was directly resuspended in

the Illustra TempliPhi Sample Buffer, and the reaction was performed according to the manu-

facturer’s instructions except that the incubation was performed for 65h at 28˚C. One tenth of

each amplified DNA sample was digested with restriction enzymes and loaded on an agarose

gel electrophoresis to control the DNA quality and amplification. Then, the DNA concentra-

tion was determined using the DNA PicoGreen kit (Invitrogen) following the manufacturer’s

instructions, the fluorescence being read using a LightCycler480 (Roche). The samples were

diluted to a final concentration of 0.2 ng/μl in order to prepare the libraries for sequencing.

Libraries preparation and sequencing

One nanogram of DNA from each sample was used to prepare the libraries using the Nextera

XT library kit (Illumina) according to the manufacturer’s user guide. Each mobilome-seq

library was amplified by 12 cycles of PCR using index primers. DNA quality and concentration

were determined using a high sensitivity DNA Bioanalyzer chip (Agilent Technologies). Sam-

ples were pooled and loaded onto a flow cell and 2x250 nucleotides paired-end sequencing was

performed using the MiSeq platform (Illumina). Up to twelve mobilome-seq libraries were
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pooled into one run and an average of 1 million reads per library were obtained (S1 and S2

Tables). Illumina reads were collected for the analysis as FASTQ files.

Data analysis

To analyze the sequencing reads we anticipated that the eccDNAs of interest originating from

mobile TEs should represent a very small fraction of the genome and consequently that the

loci from where these eccDNAs were produced should be highly covered. Furthermore, as

these molecules are circular, reads spanning the junction of the circles should not map prop-

erly on the reference genome because such junctions do not exist in the chromosomes. How-

ever, these reads might map on two different locations (start and end of the element). Thus the

eccDNAs of interest should fit to the two following criteria: (1) high DOC and (2) presence of

SRs when mapped to a reference genome. Finally, due to the repetitive nature of TEs, we rea-

soned that the read-mapping coverage could be less sensitive for large TE families as reads

could be dispersed amongst related TE copies. Therefore we should be able to identify the

most abundant eccDNAs by analyzing highly covered scaffolds after de novo assembly.

Read mapping

Quality control of FASTQ files was evaluated using the FastQC tool (version 0.10.1 www.

bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc). To remove any read originating from organ-

elle circular genomes, reads were mapped against the mitochondria (NCBI GenBank Y08501.2

for A. thaliana; GenBank NC_011033 for O. sativa) and chloroplast genomes (GenBank

AP000423.1 for A. thaliana; GenBank X15901 for O. sativa) using the program BOWTIE2 ver-

sion 2.2.2 [62] with—sensitive local mapping. Unmapped reads were considered for the next

analysis and were mapped against a genome of reference, TAIR10 (The Arabidopsis Informa-

tion Resource, http://www.arabidopsis.org) for A. thaliana, IRGSP1.0 (International Rice

Genome Sequencing Project version 5 http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/E/IRGSP/Build5.html) for O.

sativa. The parameters used for the mapping were as follows:—sensitive local mapping, no

multiple-mappings (-k 1) so that only the best hit is kept per read-pair. DNA from both mito-

chondria and chloroplast genomes are integrated in nuclear genomes. To completely eliminate

these regions from our data, sequencing reads were simulated from organelle genome using

the dwgsim program (version 0.1.10) and the .fasta files were mapped against the correspond-

ing reference genome. A total of 816,300 bp and 1,697,400 bp were masked in A. thaliana and

O. sativa, respectively, and TE containing regions cover 24,786,000 bp and 194,224,800 bp in

A. thaliana and O. sativa, respectively. A .bam file with all genome regions corresponding to

organelle integrated sequences was obtained for each species and was used to filter our align-

ment files using the intersect module of BEDTools version 2.21.0 (option -v). Finally, for each

library, a .bam alignment file corresponding to enriched genomic regions was considered for

statistical analysis and visualized with the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) software

(https://www.broadinstitute.org/igv/home) and Circos [63].

Statistical analysis

For each species, the reference genome was split into consecutive windows of 100bp for each

library and the coverageBED module of BEDTools was used to determine the read coverage

depth of these non-overlapping windows. The coverage data was normalized by the total num-

ber of reads which mapped on the genome expressed in rpm and statistical analysis was per-

formed on these files. First we determined covered regions using the Poisson distribution that

best fits our data with a p-value<10−5 for each library. All uncovered regions were removed

from our coverage files. On the covered regions we applied a negative binomial distribution to
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identify peaks of higher coverage with a p-value<10−3. Finally, regions corresponding to the

peaks were selected and annotated using .gff files (S5 Table). All statistical analysis and graphics

were performed using R (Rstudio package version 0.98.1091, www.r-project.org/).

de novo assembly

Mobilome-seq reads were assembled de novo using the A5-miseq pipeline [64]. For each

library, .fasta and .bam files were obtained and the idxstats module of SAMtools was used to

determine the read number corresponding to each assembled scaffold. The coverage data was

normalized by the total number of reads used for the de novo assembly expressed in million

reads (rpm). We applied a negative binomial distribution to identify significantly covered scaf-

folds (p-value< 0.05). Filtered scaffolds were annotated using a BLAST analysis (-p -m 8)

against organelle genomes and a TE database allowing for one hit per scaffold (-b 1 -v 1

options) and for an e-value< 10−2. For A. thaliana we used the TE database based on TAIR10

annotation and established by H. Quesneville (www.arabidopsis.org); for O. sativa we used an

in house curated database (www.panaudlab.org). Resulting hits were filtered to keep only scaf-

folds with a HSP! 100bp.

Split-reads detection

Reads spanning 2 LTR junctions constitute an evidence of a circular TE and were detected

using a SR mapping strategy. Reads were aligned against the reference genomes using the sege-

mehl software [65] with the following parameters: -S (SR mapping) -A 95 (accuracy of 95%)

-U 24 (minimum score of 24) -Z 25 (minimum length of 25) -W 95 (alignment covered on

95% of the read). Split reads were collected from .bam files based on the FLAG field of each

read, using the view module of SAMtools. Therefore, only reads which were not mapped in a

proper pair (-f 14) and which have multiple primary alignments (-F 256) were considered as

SR. The coverageBED module of BEDTools was used to determine the read coverage depth of

these SR .bam files were visualized with IGV.

Candidate TEs

To determine TE loci of interest in each library, we first filtered the .bam files obtained from

bowtie2 mapping (for the DOC) for TEs covered for 90% of their length and with a DOC>10

rpm. Using the .bam files obtained from segemehl mapping we selected the TE loci with a SR

coverage>10 rpm. We selected the TE loci fitting both criteria and which length is> 100bp

(S6 Table). The TE loci were visualized with Circos [63]. The in-house developed code for

DOC and SR detection and for the establishment of the candidate TE list can be accessed upon

request.

Southern blot analysis

Total genomic DNA was extracted using the CTAB method [66] and samples were loaded on a

0.8% agarose gel and transferred onto Hybond-N+ nylon membrane (GE Healthcare). The

Southern blot on A. thaliana material was performed as previously described [44] using a

radioactive probe. The Southern blot on O. sativamaterial was performed using a non-radio-

active probe and the hybridization signal was detected with the DIG system (Roche) following

the manufacturer’s instructions. Stringency washes were performed at 65˚C in 0.5X SSC.

Probes were amplified from genomic DNA by PCR using primers listed in the S4 Table. The

Southern blots on Fig 5A and 5B were repeated twice using biological replicates.
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Transcription analysis

Total RNAs were isolated from leaves, flowers and seeds using the Tri-reagent (MRC) accord-

ing to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNAs were treated with DNAse from RQ1 kit (Pro-

mega) and 1.25 μg were reverse-transcribed into cDNAs using the GoScript kit (Promega).

Analyses by quantitative real-time PCR (qRT-PCR) were established using 7 to 35 ng of

cDNA. qRT-PCRs were run on a LightCycler 480 (Roche) using Takyon No Rox SYBR

MasterMix dTTP Blue Kit (Eurogentec) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The

qRT-PCR conditions were the following: a first denaturation step at 95˚C for 5 min followed

by 40 cycles at 95˚C for 15s, an annealing and elongation step at 60˚C for 60s, and a melting

curve analysis at 95˚C for 10s, 60˚C for 10s, an increase of 0.04˚C per second until 95˚C and a

final step of cooling at 40˚C for 30s. Two biological replicates were analyzed for each tissue.

PopRice and Osr4 expression levels relative to eIF-5a [67] were calculated using the formula:

2-(mean (CT PopRice—CT internal references)). Primers were used with a concentration of 2μM and

primers details are given in the S4 Table and S13 Fig.

PCR validations

PCR reactions were performed using 2 μl of DNA (before or after the RCA amplification) in

a final volume of 15 μl, using the GoTaq polymerase (Promega). All primer pairs were de-

signed using Primer3 (www.primer3.ut.ee) and quality-checked using OligoCalc (www.basic.

northwestern.edu/biotools/oligocalc.html) and BLAST (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/).

Target sequences and primers used are shown in S4 Table. The PCR conditions were the fol-

lowing: a first denaturation step at 95˚C for 5 min followed by 30 cycles at 95˚C for 30s, an

annealing step (temperature details in S4 Table) for 30s, an elongation step at 72˚C for 20 sec-

onds, and a final extension step at 72˚C for 5 min. 8 μl of PCR products were deposited on a

1,5% agarose gel and run at 135mV for 30 min. DNA was stained using a GelRed dye (Bio-

tium). Gel pictures were obtained using an UGenius gel imaging system (Syngene). All PCR

assays were repeated at least twice using biological replicates.

Identification of PopRice subfamily

To determine the evolutionary story of PopRice elements, a consensus sequence of PopRice

was used to detect by BLAST all LTR-RTs from the IRGSP-1.0 reference genome belonging

to the same family (HSP>4000bp, minimum of 70% of identity, e-value< e-50). All selected

sequences were aligned with MAFFT (http://mafft.cbrc.jp/alignment/server/). Alignments

were analyzed using SEAVIEW (http://doua.prabi.fr/software/seaview) and all incomplete ele-

ments were removed. 47 elements were selected for the Osr4 family (comprising PopRice

sequences) and a phylogenetic tree was built with PhyML and visualized with FigTree (http://

tree.bio.ed.ac.uk/software/figtree/).

Accession number

Sequencing data generated in this study have been deposited at the European Nucleotide

Archive (ENA, www.ebi.ac.uk/ena) under the accession number PRJEB13537.

Supporting information

S1 Fig. Lifecycle of LTR-RTs. The retrotransposition cycle is composed of different steps. The

5’LTR contains a RNA polymerase II promoter sequence and marks the start of transcription

(1) and in contrast the 3’ LTR indicates the stop and the polyadenylation signal. LTR tran-

scripts are used both as a matrix for translation (2, 3) and for reverse transcription (6–8). In
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the cytoplasm, the polyprotein is self-cleaved into 4 proteins (3): a reverse transcriptase (RT;

green dot), a RNaseH (yellow dot), an aspartic proteinase (AP; purple dot) and an integrase (IN;

blue dot). The interaction between some gag proteins induces the protection of the transcript

and of the 4 proteins in a virus-like particle (VLP) (4, 5). The binding of a host tRNA on the

primer binding site (PBS) flanking the 3’ end of the 5’ LTR initiate the reverse transcription of

the transcript into DNA via the RT (6). The RNAseH degrades the RNA template (7) and the

complementary strand is reverse transcribed (8). The newly synthesized ecDNA copy associ-

ated with IN (9) migrates into the nucleus using unknown mechanisms (10). This ecDNA can

lead to a new insertion in the host genome (11) or alternately can be recognized by DNA repair

mechanisms (either non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ) or homologous recombination) to

form eccDNAmolecules (12).

(PDF)

S2 Fig. Detection of eccDNAs originating from ribosomal DNA repeats in A. thaliana. (A)

Abundance of reads mapping at TE-annotated and rDNA loci in the A. thaliana WTmobi-

lome-seq library. Each dot represents the normalized coverage per million mapped reads per

all TE-containing (black circles) or rDNA containing (red dots) 100bp windows obtained after

aligning the sequenced reads on the reference genome. (B) Abundance of reads mapping at

TE-annotated and rDNA loci in the A. thaliana epi12 mobilome-seq library. Legend as in (A).

(PDF)

S3 Fig. Analysis of A. thalianamobilome-seq libraries. (A) Abundance of reads mapping at

TE-annotated loci in the A. thaliana WTmobilome-seq library. (B) Statistical analysis of the

WTmobilome-seq library presented in (A). (C) Statistical analysis of the epi12 mobilome-seq

library presented in Fig 2B. Legend as in Fig 2B.

(PDF)

S4 Fig. Split read (SR) analysis of A. thalianamobilome-seq libraries. (A) Abundance of

SRs mapping at TE-annotated loci in the A. thaliana WTmobilome-seq library. (B) Abun-

dance of SRs mapping at TE-annotated loci in the A. thaliana epi12 mobilome-seq library.

Legend as in Fig 2B.

(PDF)

S5 Fig. EVD forms eccDNAs in A. thaliana epi12 line. Example of a SR identified in the A.

thaliana epi12 mobilome-seq library spanning the junction of the 2LTR-circle corresponding

to EVD aligned with an artificial junction corresponding to the 3’ part of the 3’LTR (red box)

fused to the 5’ part of the 5’LTR (yellow box).

(PDF)

S6 Fig. Comparison between mobilome and transcriptome data. A circos plot showing,

from outermost to innermost track, scatter plots for (i) split reads coverage per million reads

per TE locus (SRs, red track), (ii) total coverage per million reads per TE locus (DOC, blue

track) and (iii) transcriptome coverage at TEs (TR, green track). Transcriptome data are pre-

sented as the log2 of fold change in epi12 versus WT at significantly upregulated TE loci [47].

The tracks are scaled separately. The chromosome sizes are indicated in megabase pairs. For

mobilome-seq data the names of TE loci that are covered on 90% of their length with both a

DOC and SR value>5 reads per million reads are indicated. Data used for this plot are avail-

able in S7 Table.

(PDF)

S7 Fig. Analysis of the O. sativaWT callus mobilome-seq libraries. (A) Statistical analysis of

the mobilome-seq library presented in Fig 3A. Legend as in Fig 3A. (B) Abundance of SR
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mapping at TE-annotated loci in the WT callus mobilome-seq library.

(PDF)

S8 Fig. Tos17 and Lullaby form eccDNAs in rice calli. (A) Example of split read spanning the

perfect junction of the 2LTR-circle corresponding to Tos17. Legend as in S5 Fig. (B) Example

of split read spanning the perfect junction of the 2LTR-circle corresponding to Lullaby.

(PDF)

S9 Fig. Analysis of the O. sativa seed mobilome-seq libraries. (A) Statistical analysis of the

mobilome-seq library presented in Fig 4A. Legend as in Fig 4A. (B) Abundance of split reads

mapping at TE-annotated loci in the O. sativaWT seed mobilome-seq library.

(PDF)

S10 Fig. PopRice retrotransposon forms eccDNAs in rice seeds. (A) Example of a split read

spanning the perfect junction of the 2LTR-circle corresponding to PopRice. (B) Example of a

split read spanning the imperfect junction of the 2LTR-circle corresponding to PopRice. A

primer binding site (PBS) sequence is highlighted in blue. The PBS is normally found after the

5’LTR in a linear PopRice. Legend as in S5 Fig.

(PDF)

S11 Fig. De novo assembly of EVD eccDNAs. Example of scaffolds obtained after de novo

assembly of epi12 mobilome-seq library and corresponding to EVD. The presence of many

scaffolds (and not only one) suggests that EVD forms a complex population of circles.

(PDF)

S12 Fig. Detection of PopRice eccDNAs by PCR. Circular forms of PopRice are specifically

detected in the dissected rice endosperm using inverse PCR. Legend as in Fig 5C. PCR using

eEF1 primers is used as a loading control.

(PDF)

S13 Fig. Schemes depicting the localization of primers and probes used in this study for

the analyzed retrotransposons.

(PDF)

S1 Table. Characteristics of the A. thalianamobilome-seq libraries.

(PDF)

S2 Table. Characteristics of the O. sativamobilome-seq libraries.

(PDF)

S3 Table. Localization of PopRice and Osr4 elements in the O. sativa ssp. japonica cv.Nip-

ponbare reference genome.

(PDF)

S4 Table. List of primers used in this study.

(PDF)

S5 Table. Significant coverage values. For each library, the number of mapped reads per mil-

lion per 100bp window is indicated with P-value< 10−3 (CHR: chromosome, BP: base pair

start coordinate of the 100bp window).

(PDF)

S6 Table. Full mobilome-seq data. For each library, the peaks corresponding to candidate

TEs are listed.

(PDF)
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S7 Table. Data used for the S6 Fig circos plot.

(XLS)

S8 Table. Data used for the plot in Fig 2.

(XLS)
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Inhibition of RNA polymerase II allows
controlled mobilisation of retrotransposons
for plant breeding
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Abstract

Background: Retrotransposons play a central role in plant evolution and could be a powerful endogenous source

of genetic and epigenetic variability for crop breeding. To ensure genome integrity several silencing mechanisms

have evolved to repress retrotransposon mobility. Even though retrotransposons fully depend on transcriptional

activity of the host RNA polymerase II (Pol II) for their mobility, it was so far unclear whether Pol II is directly

involved in repressing their activity.

Results: Here we show that plants defective in Pol II activity lose DNA methylation at repeat sequences and

produce more extrachromosomal retrotransposon DNA upon stress in Arabidopsis and rice. We demonstrate that

combined inhibition of both DNA methylation and Pol II activity leads to a strong stress-dependent mobilization of

the heat responsive ONSEN retrotransposon in Arabidopsis seedlings. The progenies of these treated plants contain

up to 75 new ONSEN insertions in their genome which are stably inherited over three generations of selfing.

Repeated application of heat stress in progeny plants containing increased numbers of ONSEN copies does not

result in increased activation of this transposon compared to control lines. Progenies with additional ONSEN copies

show a broad panel of environment-dependent phenotypic diversity.

Conclusions: We demonstrate that Pol II acts at the root of transposon silencing. This is important because it

suggests that Pol II can regulate the speed of plant evolution by fine-tuning the amplitude of transposon mobility.

Our findings show that it is now possible to study induced transposon bursts in plants and unlock their use to

induce epigenetic and genetic diversity for crop breeding.

Keywords: Epigenetics, DNA methylation, Genome integrity, Evolution, Oryza sativa, Arabidopsis thaliana

Background
Like retroviruses, long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotran-

sposons (class I elements), which represent the most

abundant class of transposable elements (TEs) in eukary-

otes, transpose via a copy and paste mechanism. This

process requires the conversion of a full length RNA

polymerase II (Pol II) transcript into extrachromosomal

complementary DNA (ecDNA) by reverse transcription

[1]. In their life cycle LTR retrotransposons can produce

extrachromosomal circular DNA (eccDNA), which is an

indicator for their ongoing activity [2]. In plants, TEs are

increasingly seen as a source of genetic and epigenetic

variability and thus important drivers of evolution [3–6].

However, plants have evolved several regulatory pathways

to retain control over the activity of these potentially

harmful mobile genetic elements. Cytosine methylation

(mC) plays a central role in TE silencing in plants [7]. In

addition, plants have evolved two Pol II-related RNA poly-

merases, Pol IV and Pol V, that are essential to provide

specific silencing signals leading to RNA-directed DNA

methylation (RdDM) at TEs [8], thereby limiting their

mobility [9–11]. More recently, various additional non-

canonical Pol IV-independent RdDM pathways have

been described [12]. Notably it was found that Pol II
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itself also plays an important role in RdDM [13, 14] by

feeding template RNAs into downstream factors such

as RNA-DEPENDENT RNA POLYMERASE 6 (RDR6),

resulting in dicer-dependent or -independent initiation

and establishment of TE-specific DNA methylation

[15]. Beyond that, recent work suggests a new “non-ca-

nonical” branch of RdDM that specializes in targeting

transcriptionally active full-length TEs [16]. This pathway

functions independently of RDRs via Pol II transcripts that

are directly processed by DCL3 into small interfering

RNAs (siRNAs).

Results
Here, we wanted to investigate if Pol II could play a dir-

ect role in repressing TE mobility in plants. For this pur-

pose we chose the well-characterized heat-responsive

copia-like ONSEN retrotransposon [11] of Arabidopsis

and took advantage of the hypomorphic nrpb2-3 mutant

allele that causes reduced NRPB2 (the second-largest

component of Pol II) protein levels [14]. Using quantitative

real-time PCR (qPCR), we determined that challenging

nrpb2-3 seedlings by heat stress (HS) led to a mild increase

in total ONSEN copy number (sum of ecDNA, eccDNA

and new genomic insertions) relative to control stress (CS)

and compared to the wild type (WT) (Fig. 1a). This result is

supported by the observed dose-responsive increase in

ONSEN copy number after HS and pharmacological in-

activation of Pol II with α-amanitin (A), a potent Pol II

inhibitor [17] that does not affect Pol IV or Pol V [18]

(Fig. 1b). In order to test the interaction between Pol

II-mediated repression of TE activation and DNA

methylation, we grew WT and nrpb2-3 plants on media

supplemented with zebularine (Z), an inhibitor of DNA

methyltransferases active in plants [19], and subjected

them to HS. To ensure the viability of the nrpb2-3

seedlings we choose a moderate amount of Z (10 μM).

The presence of Z in the medium during HS generally

enhanced the production of ONSEN copies. Importantly,

this induced increase in ONSEN copy number was more

distinct in the nrpb2-3 background (Fig. 1a). This indi-

cated that both DNA methylation and Pol II transcrip-

tional activity contribute to the repression of ONSEN

ecDNA production. To complete their lifecycle, the re-

verse transcribed ecDNA of activated retrotransposons

a

c d

b

Fig. 1 Pol II represses the HS-dependent mobility of the ONSEN retrotransposon in Arabidopsis. ONSEN copy number in Arabidopsis seedlings

measured by qPCR directly after CS and HS treatments. a In the WT and the nrpb2-3 mutant and after HS plus treatments with α-amanitin

(A; 5 μg/ml) or zebularine (Z; 10 μM) (mean ± standard error of the mean (s.e.m.), n = 6 biological repetitions). b In the WT and after HS plus

treatment with A at different concentrations (μg/ml) as specified on the x-axis (mean ± s.e.m., n = 4 biological repetitions). c In the WT and

after HS plus treatment with Z (40 μM) or a combination of A (5 μg/ml) and Z (A&40Z) (mean ± s.e.m., n = 3 biological repetitions). d In the

WT after chemical treatment with A (5 μg/ml), Z (40 μM), a combination of A and Z (A&Z) or in the nrpb2-3 and nrpd1 backgrounds following

CS (mean ± s.e.m., n = 3 biological repetitions). All values are relative to ACTIN2. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01

Thieme et al. Genome Biology  (2017) 18:134 Page 2 of 10



has to integrate back into the genome [1]. Given that we

observed a strong increase in ONSEN copy number after

HS and treatment with moderate amounts of Z in the

nrpb2-3 background, we wanted to address the inheritance

of additional ONSEN copies by the offspring. For this we

compared the average ONSEN copy number of pooled S1

seedlings obtained from Z-treated and heat-stressed WT

and nrpb2-3 plants grown under controlled conditions on

soil by qPCR. We observed a distinct increase in the over-

all ONSEN copy number exclusively in the nrpb2-3 back-

ground (Additional file 1: Figure S1).

Because both DNA methylation and Pol II can be

inhibited by the addition of specific drugs, we wanted to

test if treating WT plants with both A and Z at the same

time could strongly activate and even mobilize ONSEN

after a HS treatment. We grew WT seedlings on MS

medium supplemented with Z (40 μM) [19] individually

or combined with A (5 μg/ml, A&Z). Consistent with

the strong activation of ONSEN in HS and Z-treated

nrpb2-3 seedlings, the combined treatment (A&Z) of the

WT gave rise to a very high (Fig. 1c) HS-dependent

(Fig. 1d) increase in ONSEN copy number, comparable

to that in the nrpd1 background (Fig. 2e). We noted that

the overall amplitude of HS-dependent ONSEN activation

could vary between different waves of stress applications

in terms of copy number (Fig. 1a, b). Yet, the observed en-

hancing effect of Pol II and DNA methyltransferase inhib-

ition with A and Z on ONSEN activation was consistent in

a

c

e

d

b

Fig. 2 Simultaneous inhibition of DNA methyltransferases and Pol II reduces global CHH methylation and mimics the TE silencing deficiency of

the nrpd1 background. a Genome-wide DNA methylation levels in the WT after CS and CS plus treatment with A (5 μg/ml), Z (40 μM), or a

combination of A and Z (A&Z) for three sequence contexts (brown for CG, yellow for CHG and blue for CHH). b Same as a but only depicting

the CHH context for clarity. c Methylome data of treated and untreated plants at an ONSEN locus located on Chr 1 (ONSEN is indicated in yellow, its

LTRs in red). d Northern blot of ONSEN transcripts directly after CS, HS and HS plus treatment with A, Z or a combination of A&Z in the WT and after HS

in nrpd1 plants. The black arrow indicates the ONSEN full-length transcript. Below, a Midori-stained agarose gel is shown as a loading control. e ONSEN

copy number measured by qPCR directly after CS and HS treatments in WT, rdr6, dcl2/3/4 and nrpd1 seedlings directly after CS, HS and HS plus

treatment with A, Z or a combination of A&Z (mean ± s.e.m, n = 3 biological repetitions, values relative to ACTIN2; *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01)

Thieme et al. Genome Biology  (2017) 18:134 Page 3 of 10



independent experiments (Figs. 1a–c and 2e). To detect

activated TEs at the genome-wide level we took advantage

of the production of eccDNA by active retrotransposons.

eccDNA is a byproduct of the LTR retrotransposon life

cycle [20]. Using mobilome sequencing, which comprises

a specific amplification step of circular DNA followed by

high-throughput sequencing to identify eccDNA derived

from active LTR retrotransposons [2], we found that only

ONSEN was activated by HS in combination with A&Z

(Additional file 1: Figure S2). Confirming our qPCR data,

more ONSEN-specific reads were detected in the presence

of A and Z in the medium.

To better understand the mechanisms by which the

drugs enhanced the activation of ONSEN after HS at the

DNA level, we assessed how they influenced DNA

methylation at the genome-wide level using whole-

genome bisulfite sequencing (WGBS) after CS. Overall,

we found that all drug treatments affected global DNA

methylation levels. While the treatment with Z affected

all sequence contexts, we observed that inhibition of Pol

II primarily affected cytosine methylation in the CHG

and CHH sequence contexts (where H is an A, T or G).

The combined A&Z treatment had a slight additive de-

methylating effect in the CHG and CHH contexts com-

pared to A or Z alone (Fig. 2a, b). DNA methylation

levels at one ONSEN locus (AT1TE12295) is depicted in

Fig 2c. Treatment with A led to a slight decrease in

DNA methylation, which was more apparent in Z- and

A&Z-treated plants. We then checked by northern blot

whether the degree of reduction in DNA methylation

would coincide with increased ONSEN transcript levels

directly after HS. We found that treatment with Z alone

resulted in the highest ONSEN transcript level after HS

(Fig. 2d). Considering the data obtained on ONSEN

ecDNA (Fig. 1c), we concluded that a substantial pro-

portion of these Z-induced transcripts were not suitable

templates for ONSEN ecDNA synthesis.

In Drosophila, it has been shown that Pol II-mediated

antisense transcription results in the production of TE-

derived siRNAs in a Dicer-2-dependent manner [21]. In

support of this in Arabidopsis, a recent publication pointed

out the importance of DCL3 in regulating ONSEN in the

ddm1 background [16]. To elucidate whether the effect of

Pol II inhibition was also dicer-dependent, we grew both

rdr6 and dcl2/3/4 triple mutant plants on A, applied HS

and measured ONSEN ecDNA levels. Strikingly, we found

that A still enhanced ecDNA accumulation in rdr6 plants,

whereas inhibition of Pol II had no additional effect in the

dcl2/3/4 triple mutant (Fig. 2e).

Induced mobilization of endogenous TEs in plants has

so far been very inefficient, thus limiting their use in

basic research and plant breeding [3]. In the case of Ara-

bidopsis, transposition of ONSEN in HS-treated WT

plants has not been observed [11, 22]. Because the A&Z

drug treatment resulted in high accumulation of ONSEN

copy numbers—essentially mimicking plants defective in

NRPD1 (Fig. 2e)—we wanted to test if the combined drug

treatment could lead to efficient ONSEN mobilization in

WT plants. First, we assessed by qPCR if, and at what fre-

quencies, new ONSEN copies could be detected in the

progeny of A&Z-treated and heat stressed plants. In fact,

we found new ONSEN insertions in 29.4% of the tested S1

(selfed first generation) pools (n = 51), with pools having

up to 52 insertions (Additional file 1: Figure S3). We then

confirmed stable novel ONSEN insertions in a subset of

independent individual high copy plants by transposon

display (Fig. 3a), qPCR (Fig. 3b) and sequencing of 11

insertions in a selected high-copy line (hc line 3; Fig. 4;

Additional file 1: Figure S4). Tracking ONSEN copy

numbers over three generations of selfing indicated that

the new insertions were stably inherited (Fig. 3b). Further-

more, the re-application of heat stress and drugs in the S3

generation of two hc lines did not lead to greater accumu-

lation of ONSEN copies compared to control lines, but we

instead observed stronger silencing in lines with more

ONSEN copies (Additional file 1: Figure S5).

TE insertions can interrupt genes or alter their expres-

sion by recruiting epigenetic marks or by stress-dependent

readout transcription from the 3′ LTR into flanking re-

gions [6]. To test this, we grew the S2 generation of the se-

lected hc lines under long- and short-day conditions.

Interestingly, we observed that many hc lines showed clear

and homogenous phenotypes in response to the different

growth conditions (plant size, chlorophyll content and

flowering time; Fig. 3c, d).

To demonstrate that ONSEN insertions could directly

influence such developmental phenotypes, we closely

investigated hc line 3, which produced white seeds

(Fig. 4a). Using a candidate gene approach, we found

that an ONSEN insertion in transparent testa 6 (TT6,

AT3G51240; Fig. 4b) was responsible for the recessive

white seed phenotype [23, 24]. This was confirmed by

segregation analysis of the F2 generation of a cross be-

tween WT and hc line 3 (Fig. 4a) followed by genotyping

(Fig. 4c).

Next, we wanted to test if Pol II plays a more general

role in repressing TEs in plants. Due to its significantly

different epigenetic and TE landscape compared to Ara-

bidopsis, we wanted to test if we could mobilize TEs in

rice (Oryza sativa) [25], a genetically well-characterized

monocotyledonous crop. To capture drug-induced mo-

bilized TEs, we characterized the active mobilome in O.

sativa seedlings that were grown on MS medium supple-

mented with no drugs, A only, Z only or a combination

of A and Z, using the same approach as we used for

Arabidopsis. We identified Houba, a copia-like retro-

transposon [26], as highly activated only when plants

were treated with A&Z (Fig. 5a). Bona fide activity of

Thieme et al. Genome Biology  (2017) 18:134 Page 4 of 10



a b

c

Fig. 4 Transparent testa phenotype of hc line 3 co-segregates with an ONSEN insertion in TT6. Seed phenotypes (a) and corresponding genotypes

(c) of a segregating F2 population (lanes 1–22) obtained from a cross between the WT and hc line 3 (hc) are shown. b Primers used for genotyping

of the ONSEN insertion. For the WT-PCR depicted in the upper part of c the light (tt6 fw) and dark (tt6 rev) green primers flanking the TT6 locus

(AT3G51240) were used. The ONSEN insertion in TT6 was detected by a combination of the light green primer with the red primer specific to the ONSEN

LTR (Copia 78 3′ LTR, red arrow). M indicates the size marker. Primer sequences are given in Additional file 1: Table S1

a c

d

b

Fig. 3 Drug-induced mobilization of ONSEN in WT Arabidopsis plants. a Transposon display testing seedlings in the S2 generation of WT plants for

novel ONSEN insertions: lanes a to c show HS-treated plants; lanes 1 to 7 show hc lines 1–7 treated with HS and A (5 μg/ml) and Z (40 μM),

M indicates the size marker. b ONSEN copy number in the S1, S2 and S3 generations measured by qPCR (mean ± s.e.m, n = 3 technical

replicates, values relative to ACTIN2). c, d Photographs of S2 plants showing both homogeneous and environment-dependent phenotypic

variability induced by the ONSEN mobilization when grown under long (c) and short day (d) conditions. qPCR data for the S3 generation of line 6

in b as well as pictures of phenotypes in c and d are missing due to severe infertility and extinction of this line

Thieme et al. Genome Biology  (2017) 18:134 Page 5 of 10



Houba was supported by the detection of eccDNA

containing LTR–LTR junctions (Additional file 1:

Figure S6). The activation of Houba was further con-

firmed by eccDNA-specific PCR on the Houba

circles (Fig. 5b–d).

Discussion

In this study, we show the importance of Pol II in the re-

pression of TE mobility in plants. By choosing the well-

characterized heat inducible ONSEN retrotransposon,

we were able to specifically address the role of Pol II in

silencing transcriptionally active endogenous TEs in WT

plants. Recent studies propose Pol II as the primary

source for the production of TE-silencing signals that

can then feed into the RNA silencing and DNA methyla-

tion pathways [15]. Our data strongly support these find-

ings at two levels. First, we found that inhibition of Pol

II activity reduced the degree of DNA methylation at

ONSEN, demonstrating its distinct role in this process,

and that Pol II also contributes to reinforcing silencing

at the genome-wide level, primarily in the CHH but

also in the CHG context. Second, our finding that DCL

enzymes are sufficient to process the silencing signal

produced by Pol II suggest that Pol II acts at very early

steps in the TE silencing pathway by providing substrates

to these enzymes. The observation that inhibition of Pol II

in the rdr6 background still further enhanced ONSEN ac-

cumulation after HS supports the notion that Pol II plays

a central role in the previously proposed expression-

dependent RdDM pathway [16].

Using mobilome sequencing we confirmed previous

findings [2] that this approach is a powerful diagnostic

tool to detect mobile retrotransposons: we detected high-

est levels of eccDNA of ONSEN in HS and drug-treated

Arabidopsis seedlings and found new insertions in succes-

sive generations of these plants. Using the same approach

on rice we were able to detect production of Houba

eccDNA after drug treatments, suggesting that the pro-

geny will then contain novel Houba insertions. This is still

to be confirmed and may be hampered by the already very

high Houba copy number present in the genome [27].

Our findings may indicate that Pol II is primarily in-

volved in silencing young, recently active retrotranspo-

sons and perhaps to a lesser extent other tightly silenced

TEs. Indeed, there are indications of very recent natural

transposition events for ONSEN [28] and Houba [29] in

the Arabidopsis and rice genomes, respectively. For in-

stance, the annual temperature range has and may still

contribute to contrasting ONSEN mobilization events in

different Arabidopsis accessions [28]. Houba is the most

a

b c d

Fig. 5 Drug-induced activation of the Houba retrotransposon in O. sativa. Mobilome analysis of DNA extracted from seedlings after growth under

control conditions (C), A (5 μg/ml), Z (40 μM) or the combination of A&Z. a Logarithmic ratio of the depth of coverage obtained after aligning

the sequenced reads on one Houba element. b Primer localization (black bar, Houba element; arrows, PCR primers; red box,LTR). c Circular forms

of Houba are specifically detected in plants treated with A&Z using inverse PCR with primers shown in (b). d Specific PCR on chloroplast DNA is

shown as a loading control. Total DNA subjected to a rolling circle amplification was used as a template. M indicates the size marker
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abundant TE of the copia family in rice and has been ac-

tive in the last 500,000 years [30].

Overall, our findings lead to the question of when

plants lower their guard: under what conditions could

Pol II be less effective in silencing TEs? Certain stresses

that affect the cell cycle have been reported to lead to

the inactivation of Pol II [31, 32]; this would provide a

window of opportunity for TEs to be mobilized. There-

fore, combined stresses that affect the cell cycle and acti-

vate TEs may lead to actual TE bursts under natural

growth conditions. Interestingly, it has been reported

that retrotransposon-derived short interspersed element

(SINE) transcripts can inhibit Pol II activity [33]. This

strongly suggests the presence of an ongoing arms race

between retrotransposons and Pol II. Considering that

almost all organisms analyzed so far have TEs [4] and

RNA polymerases [34] and the reliance of TEs on host

RNA polymerases, it may—from an evolutionary point

of view—not come as a surprise that Pol II also has a

function as an important regulator of retrotransposon

activity. Strikingly, it has been shown in both Saccharo-

myces cerevisiae and Drosophila melanogaster that Pol

II-dependent intra-element antisense transcription plays

an important role in TE silencing [21, 35]. In addition,

we observed a discrepancy in ONSEN transcript accu-

mulation and measured ecDNA after HS in seedlings

that were treated with zebularine only. This substanti-

ates the notion that both the quantity and quality of

transcripts affect regulation, reverse transcription and

successful integration of retrotransposons. This is well in

line with previous observations demonstrating that differ-

ent TE-derived transcripts have distinct functions in the

regulation of TE activity [36]. As a next step it will be of

great interest to investigate if Pol II-dependent antisense

transcription of TEs and subsequent dicer-dependent pro-

cessing may be the key to solve “the chicken and the egg

problem” of de novo silencing functional retrotransposons

in eukaryotes.

Finally, our findings will allow future studies on the

potential beneficial role TEs play in adaptation to

stresses. Indeed, two recent studies point out the adaptive

potential of retrotraonsposon and, more specifically,

ONSEN copy number variation in natural accessions [28]

and RdDM mutant backgrounds of Arabidopsis [37].

Upon mobilization, the heat-response elements in the

LTRs of ONSEN [38] can create new gene regulatory

networks responding to heat stress [11]. Therefore, it

will now be of great interest to test if the ONSEN hc

lines obtained in this study are better adapted to heat

stress. This will allow us to test if retrotransposon-

induced genetic and epigenetic changes more rapidly

create beneficial alleles than would occur by random

mutagenesis. Furthermore, the observation that HS did

not lead to a stronger activation of ONSEN in hc lines

compared to WT plants suggests that genome stability

is not compromised in these lines. This result can be

explained by at least two possible mechanisms: (i) the

occurrence of insertions of inverted duplications of

ONSEN, such as has been observed for the Mu killer

locus in maize [39]—such insertions will lead to the

production of double-stranded RNA feeding into gene

silencing and thereby limit the activity of that TE; and

(ii) balancing of TE activity and integrated copy number

as has been described for EVADE in Arabidopsis [40]. In

this case, when a certain TE copy number threshold is

reached robust transcriptional gene silencing takes over,

thereby limiting TE mobility and ensuring genome stabil-

ity. The stability of new TE insertions is an important as-

pect in light of the future use of TEs in crop breeding and

trait stability.

Conclusions

TEs are important contributors to genome evolution. The

ability to mobilize them in plants and possibly in other eu-

karyotes in a controlled manner with straightforward drug

application, as shown here, opens the possibility to study

their importance in inducing genetic and epigenetic

changes resulting from external stimuli. Because the in-

duced transposition of ONSEN can efficiently produce

developmental changes in Arabidopsis, it will be very

interesting to test if specific stress-induced TE activation

can be used for directed crop breeding for better stress

tolerance in the near future.

Methods
Plant material

All Arabidopsis mutants used in this study (nrpb2-3

[14], nrpd1-3 [41], rdr6 [42], dcl2/3/4 triple mutant [43])

are in the Col-0 background. For O. sativa japonica, the

cultivar Nipponbare was used.

Growth conditions

Prior to germination, Arabidopsis seeds were stratified

for 2 days at 4 °C. Before and during stress treatments

plants were grown under controlled conditions in a Sanyo

MLR-350 growth chamber on solid ½ MS medium (1%

sucrose, 0.5% Phytagel (Sigma), pH 5.8) under long day

conditions (16 h light) at 24 °C (day) and 22 °C (night)

(Arabidopsis) and 12 h at 28 °C (day) and 27 °C (night) (O.

sativa).

To analyze successive generations, seedlings were

transferred to soil and grown under long day conditions

(16 h light) at 24 °C (day) and 22 °C (night) (Arabidopsis)

in a Sanyo MLR-350 growth chamber until seed maturity.

For phenotyping, Arabidopsis plants were grown under

long day conditions (16 h light) at 24 °C (day) and 22 °C

(night) and short day conditions (10 h light) at 21 °C (day)

and 18 °C (night).
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Stress and chemical treatments

Surface sterilized seeds of Arabidopsis and O. sativa

were germinated and grown on solid ½ MS medium that

was supplemented with sterile filtered zebularine (Sigma;

stock, 5 mg/ml in DMSO), α-amanitin (Sigma; stock,

1 mg/ml in water) or a combination of both chemicals.

Control stresses (6 °C for 24 h followed by control con-

ditions for 24 h, CS) and heat stresses (6 °C for 24 h

followed by 37 °C for 24 h, HS) of Arabidopsis seedlings

were conducted as described previously [11].

DNA analysis

For qPCR and prior to digestions, total DNA from Ara-

bidopsis plants was extracted with the DNeasy Plant

Mini Kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s recom-

mendations. For the qPCRs to measure the ONSEN copy

number following HS and chemical treatments the aerial

parts of at least ten Arabidopsis plants per replicate were

pooled prior to DNA extraction. To track ONSEN copy

numbers in the S1–3 generations of controls (only HS)

and hc lines (HS + A&Z treatment) DNA from true

leaves was extracted. For the estimation of the ONSEN

transposition frequency, total DNA of pools consisting

of at least eight seedlings of the progeny of HS + A&Z-

treated plants was isolated. The DNA concentration was

measured with a Qubit Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Sci-

entific). The copy numbers of ONSEN were determined

with qPCRs on total DNA using a TaqMan master mix

(Life Technologies) in a final volume of 10 μl in the

Light-Cycler 480 (Roche). ACTIN2 (AT3G18780) was

used to normalize DNA levels. Primer sequences are

given in Additional file 1: Table S1.

For the mobilome-seq analysis total DNA from the

pooled aerial parts of three 10-day-old O. sativa seedlings

was extracted as previously reported [44]. Genomic DNA

(5 μg) for each sample was purified using a Geneclean kit

(MPBio, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instruc-

tions. ecDNA was isolated from the GeneClean product

using PlasmidSafe DNase (Epicentre, USA) according to

the manufacturer’s instructions, except that the 37 °C in-

cubation was performed for 17 h. DNA samples were pre-

cipitated by adding 0.1 volume of 3 M sodium acetate

(pH 5.2), 2.5 volumes of ethanol and 1 μl of glycogen

(Fisher, USA) and incubating overnight at −20 °C. The

precipitated circular DNA was amplified by random roll-

ing circle amplification using the Illustra TempliPhi kit

(GE Healthcare, USA) according to the manufacturer’s in-

structions except that the incubation was performed for

65 h at 28 °C. The DNA concentration was determined

using the DNA PicoGreen kit (Invitrogen, USA) using a

LightCycler480 (Roche, USA). One nanogram of amplified

ecDNA from each sample was used to prepare the librar-

ies using the Nextera XT library kit (Illumina, USA) ac-

cording to the manufacturer’s instructions. DNA quality

and concentration were determined using a high sensitiv-

ity DNA Bioanalyzer chip (Agilent Technologies, USA).

Samples were pooled and loaded onto a MiSeq platform

(Illumina, USA) and 2 × 250-nucleotide paired-end se-

quencing was performed. Quality control of FASTQ

files was done using the FastQC tool (version 0.10.1).

To remove any read originating from organelle circular

genomes, reads were mapped against the mitochondria

and chloroplast genomes using the program Bowtie2

version 2.2.2 71 with –sensitive local mapping. Unmapped

reads were mapped against the reference genome IRGSP1.0

(http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/E/IRGSP/Build5/build5.html)

using the following parameters: –sensitive local, -k 1. DNA

from both mitochondria and chloroplast genomes inte-

grated in nuclear genomes was masked (1,697,400 bp).

The TE-containing regions cover 194,224,800 bp in O.

sativa. Finally, the bam alignment files were normalized

and compared using deeptools [45] and visualized with

the Integrative Genomics Viewer (IGV) software (https://

www.broadinstitute.org/igv/). Data from the mobilome

analysis were submitted to GEO (accession number

GSE90484).

The presence of circular Houba copies was tested by

an inverse PCR on 7 ng of the rolling-circle amplified

template that was also used for sequencing. A PCR spe-

cific to chloroplast DNA served as a loading control.

PCR products were separated on a 1% agarose gel that

was stained with a Midori Green Nucleic Acid Staining

Solution (Nippon Genetics Europe). Primer sequences

are given in Additional file 1: Table S1.

Transposon display

The integration of additional copies of ONSEN into the

genome of heat stressed and treated plants was ascer-

tained by a simplified transposon display based on the

GenomeWalker Universal kit (Clontech Laboratories), as

previously described [11] with the following modifica-

tions: 300 ng of total DNA from adult plants in the S2

generation of heat stressed and A&Z-treated plants was

extracted with a DNeasy Plant Mini Kit (QIAGEN) and

digested with blunt cutter restriction enzyme DraI (NEB).

After purification with a High Pure PCR Product Purifica-

tion Kit (Roche) digested DNA was ligated to the annealed

GenWalkAdapters 1&2. The PCR was performed with the

adaptor-specific primer AP1 and the ONSEN-specific pri-

mer Copia78 3′ LTR. The PCR products were separated

on a 2% agarose gel that was stained with Midori Green.

For primer sequence information, see Additional file 1:

Table S1.

Cloning, sequencing and genotyping of new insertions

To identify the genomic region of new ONSEN inser-

tions, the PCR product of the transposon display was

purified using a High Pure PCR Product Purification Kit
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(Roche), ligated into a pGEM-T vector (Promega) and

transformed into Escherichia coli. After a blue white selec-

tion, positive clones were used for the insert amplification

and sequencing (StarSEQ). The obtained sequences were

analyzed with Geneious 8.2.1 and blasted against the Ara-

bidopsis reference genome. The standard genotyping PCRs

to prove novel ONSEN insertions were performed with

combinations of the ONSEN-specific primer Copia78 3′

LTR and primers listed in Additional file 1: Table S1.

RNA analysis and northern blotting

Total RNA from the aerial part of at least ten Arabidop-

sis seedlings was isolated using the TRI Reagent (Sigma)

according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. RNA

concentration was measured (Qubit RNA HS Assay Kit,

Thermo Fisher) and 15 μg of RNA was separated on a

denaturing 1.5% agarose gel, blotted on a Hybond-N+

(GE Healthcare) membrane and hybridized with 25 ng

of a gel-purified and P32-labelled probe (Megaprime

DNA Labelling System, GE Healthcare) specific to the

full length ONSEN transcript (see Additional file 1: Table

S1 for primer sequences). Northern blots were repeated

in three independent experiments with the same results.

Whole-genome DNA methylation analysis

Whole-genome bisulfite sequencing library preparation

and DNA conversion were performed as previously re-

ported [46]. Bisulphite read mapping and methylation

value extraction were done on the Arabidopsis TAIR10

genome sequence using BSMAP v2.89 [47]. Following

mapping of the reads the fold coverages of the genome

for CS, CS + A, CS + Z and CS + A&Z were 13.4, 13.2,

18.4 and 16.3, respectively. Data from the bisulphite se-

quencing analysis have been submitted to GEO (accession

number GSE99396).

Statistics

Statistical analyses were performed with SigmaPlot (v.

11.0). Depending on the normality of the data, either

an H-test or a one-way ANOVA was performed. The

Student-Newman-Keuls method was used for multiple

comparisons.

Additional file

Additional file 1: Table S1. Table of all primers used in this study.

Figure S1. Increase in ONSEN copy numbers in S1 pools of heat-stressed

and Z-treated nrpb2-3 plants. Figure S2. Detection of eccDNAs originating

from ONSEN loci following heat stress and chemical treatments in

Arabidopsis. Figure S3. Increase in ONSEN copy numbers in S1 pools of

heat-stressed and A&Z-treated WT plants. Figure S4. Summary of

confirmed novel ONSEN insertions in hc line 3. Figure S5. Stress-induced

activation of ONSEN in the S3 generation after initial HS treatment. Figure

S6. Houba forms LTR–LTR junction eccDNAs after combined A&Z treatment.
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